
 HABEAS CORPUS, RELITIGATION, AND THE
 LEGISLATIVE POWER

 Kent S. Scheidegger*

 In the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Congress for-
 bade federal courts to overturn a state court decision on habeas corpus unless it is
 "contrary to, or involve[s] an unreasonable application of, clearly established fed-
 eral law .... " In response to the article by James Liebman and William Ryan,
 Mr. Scheidegger argues that this statute abrogates the rule of de novo review of
 mixed questions of law and fact and that it is constitutional. The statute falls
 within three different powers of Congress: to specify the preclusive effects of state
 judgments, to limit the scope of remedies of its own creation, and to limit the juris-
 diction of the lower federal courts. Congress has plenary authority over each of
 these areas, so long as it does not unconstitutionally discriminate or violate some
 other provision of the Constitution, which this statute does not.

 Having lost this latest round in Congress [regarding deference
 to state court resolution of federal questions in subsequent
 habeas proceedings], the Petitioners and their supporting amici
 seek to shift the debate to [the Supreme] Court. The Court's
 response should be that they are now in the wrong forum....
 This Court's constitutional obligation is, instead, to let the
 elected representatives of the people make these difficult
 choices.

 -James S. Liebman, Douglas G. Robinson, and Julia E. Sullivan, 19921

 In April 1996, the Congress of the United States finally answered a
 question it had left to the judiciary for two centuries. That question arises
 when a criminal defendant has been convicted and sentenced by a court
 of general jurisdiction, the judgment has been affirmed on appeal, if any,
 and the defendant seeks a writ of habeas corpus from a court which does
 not have appellate jurisdiction to review the judgment. Under what cir-
 cumstances should the habeas court examine the prisoner's claim and
 decide the issue for itself, rather than dismiss the claim on the ground it
 is precluded by the original court's unreversed judgment?

 * Legal Director, Criminal Justice Legal Foundation. The author has written amicus
 curiae briefs in 34 habeas corpus cases in the United States Supreme Court, including
 Felker v. Turpin, 116 S. Ct. 2333 (1996), Coleman v. Thompson, 501 U.S. 722 (1991),
 McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467 (1991), and Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288 (1989).

 This Response was written based on a draft of the preceding Article, not the final
 version which appears in this issue. See infra note 21.

 1. Brief Amici Curiae of Benjamin Civiletti et al. in Support of the Respondent at
 30-31, 34, Wright v. West, 505 U.S. 277 (1992) (No. 91-542).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 The Supreme Court has given a variety of answers to that question
 over the years. In 1830, the answer was "never."2 In 1963, the answer was
 "almost always."3 At other times, the high court has given a number of
 answers in between.4 Since the 1953 case of Brown v. Allen,5 the general
 rule had been one of de novo review, although with some substantial ex-
 ceptions.6 In December 1991, in the case of Wright v. West, the Supreme
 Court requested briefing on whether it should make a further modifica-
 tion to the standard.7 Supporters of de novo review urged the high court
 to make no further changes judicially, but instead to leave this question
 to the elected branches of government.8 The briefs supporting the
 change in the standard, mine included, had no quarrel with the major
 premise of this argument-that Congress had the power to choose be-
 tween the two standards if it chose to exercise it. I continue to adhere to

 that position, while Professor Liebman appears to have abandoned it.
 Our disagreement was with the minor premise-that Congress actually
 had decided on the standard.9

 Ultimately, the Court was hopelessly divided on the question it
 posed, and did not decide it. The actual holding of West, unanimous
 among the eightJustices who ruled on it, was that the lower federal court
 had been stunningly wrong on the merits, and the state courts had been
 right all along.10 The high court stalemate left the status quo in place,

 2. See Ex parte Watkins, 28 U.S. (3 Pet.) 193, 203 (1830); infra notes 276-292 and
 accompanying text.

 3. See Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 438 (1963) (even claims never presented to the state
 court, unless "deliberately bypassed"), overruled by Coleman v. Thompson, 501 U.S. 722,
 751 (1991).

 4. See infra notes 303-307 and accompanying text.
 5. 344 U.S. 443 (1953).

 6. See Coleman, 501 U.S. at 750 (generally no defaulted claims); Teague v. Lane, 489
 U.S. 288, 307, 316 (1989) (no claims applying or seeking to create new rules, with narrow
 exceptions); Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465, 482 (1976) (no exclusionary rule claims).

 7. 502 U.S. 1021 (1991).
 8. See, e.g., supra note 1 and accompanying text; Brief of the American Civil Liberties

 Union and the ACLU of Virginia as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondent at 15, West
 (No. 91-542); Brief of Senator Biden and Representative Edwards as Amici Curiae in
 Support of Respondent at 17, West (No. 91-542).

 9. See Petitioner's Reply Brief at 1, West (No. 91-542) ("the statute is totally silent with
 respect to the type of review required ...."); Brief of the CriminalJustice Legal Foundation
 as Amicus Curiae in Support of the Petitioner at 18, West, (No. 91-542). In "Some Effectual
 Power": The Quantity and Quality of Decisionmaking Required of the Federal Courts, 98
 Colum. L. Rev. 696, 873 n.848 (1998),James S. Liebman and William F. Ryan refer to the
 Brown standard as the standard of the pre-1996 statute and attempt to contrast it with a
 'judge-made" rule sought by the petitioner in Wright v. West. They fail to mention that the
 Brown standard was also judge-made, utterly unsupported by anything in the statutory
 language, or that the pre-1953 interpretation of the statute was to the contrary. See infra
 notes 314-316 and accompanying text.

 10. See 505 U.S. at 295-97 (1992) (opinion of Thomas, J.); id. at 297 (O'Connor, J.,
 concurring in the judgment); id. at 297 (White, J., concurring in the judgment); id. at 310
 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 however, and supporters of genuine reform had to turn once again to
 Congress."

 Several times since 1953, Congress had come tantalizingly close to
 abrogating the Brown rule. A bill would pass one house in one
 Congress,12 the other house in another13-never quite jumping all the
 hurdles in one session. Finally, though, in April 1996, Congress enacted
 this rule:

 An application for a writ of habeas corpus on behalf of a person
 in custody pursuant to the judgment of a State court shall not be
 granted with respect to any claim that was adjudicated on the
 merits in State court proceedings unless the adjudication of the
 claim-

 (1) resulted in a decision that was contrary to, or involved an
 unreasonable application of, clearly established Federal law, as
 determined by the Supreme Court of the United States; or
 (2) resulted in a decision that was based on an unreasonable
 determination of the facts in light of the evidence presented in
 the State court proceeding.14
 Enactment of this landmark reform has touched off a mad scramble

 to try to somehow salvage de novo review despite its repudiation by
 Congress. One tactic is to deny that Congress actually did what everyone
 involved understood it to be doing at the time. Under this approach,
 Congress did not really abrogate Brown; it merely tinkered at the edges of
 existing case law.15 The long and sometimes bitter debate over this provi-
 sion, we are supposed to believe, was much ado about not very much. A
 few superficial Court of Appeals opinions take this approach.16 The
 more thoughtful opinions, however, conclude as they must that Congress
 has made a major change, and that the criterion for relief is now far dif-
 ferent from the Brown rule.17 The likelihood that the Supreme Court will
 come to the same conclusion requires a Plan B.

 11. See, e.g., Thompson v. Keohane, 516 U.S. 99, 110 (1995) (independent federal
 determination of "mixed question" of fact and law).

 12. See, e.g., H.R. 8361, 85th Cong. (1958) (prohibiting federal habeas on claims
 defendant raised or could have raised in state court); 104 Cong. Rec. 4,672 (1958)
 (statement of Rep. Willis).

 13. See, e.g., S. 1763, 98th Cong. (1983). This bill, which barred habeas review of
 issues "fully and fairly adjudicated" in state courts, passed the Senate by a vote of 67 to 9.
 See H.R. Doc. No. 101-73, at 120 (1989).

 14. Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-132 § 104,
 110 Stat. 1218 (1996) (codified at 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254(d) (West Supp. 1997)).

 15. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 867-73.
 16. See, e.g., Ayala v. Speckard, 89 F.3d 91, 96-97 (2d Cir. 1996) (simply ignoring the

 inconvenient "unreasonable application" language).
 17. See, e.g., Lindh v. Murphy, 96 F.3d 856, 871 (7th Cir. 1996) (en banc), rev'd on

 other grounds, 117 S. Ct. 2059 (1997):
 The Supreme Court of the United States sets the bounds of what is 'reasonable'; a
 state decision within these limits must be respected-not because it is right or
 because federal court must abandon independent decisionmaking, but because
 the grave remedy of upsetting a final judgment entered by anotherjudicial system
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 Plan B is to tell the Supreme Court exactly the opposite of what the
 supporters of de novo review told it six years ago. The choice between de
 novo relitigation18 and a middle ground of preclusion is not really within
 the power of Congress after all. Liebman and Ryan invite the high court
 to play a shell game with the American people. Watch carefully. Under
 which constitutional shell is the power to decide this question? You
 thought we said it was under Shell I, the legislative power? Sorry, you
 lose.19

 My thesis is quite simple. Congress has plenary authority to deter-
 mine the degree to which a state court's judgment will preclude relitiga-
 tion of the question in a subsequent action in federal court, including
 habeas corpus. Congress could prescribe total preclusion, de novo reliti-
 gation, or a middle ground. The issue may be considered as a question of
 resjudicata, as a question of jurisdiction, or as a question of the scope of
 the habeas remedy. Whichever way it is characterized, it falls within a
 body of law squarely inside the legislative power.20 In the proper exercise
 of this power, Congress has chosen a middle ground of preclusion, simi-

 after full litigation is reserved for grave occasions. That is the principal change
 effected by § 2254(d)(1).

 Id. at 2059.

 Drinkard v. Johnson, 97 F.3d 751 (5th Cir. 1996):
 Thus, given the statutory language, and in light of the legislative history that
 unequivocally establishes that Congress meant to enact deferential standards, we
 hold that an application of law to facts is unreasonable only when it can be said that
 reasonable jurists considering the question would be of one view that the state
 court ruling was incorrect. In other words, we can grant habeas relief only if a
 state court decision is so clearly incorrect that it would not be debatable among
 reasonable jurists.

 Id. at 769.

 Neelley v. Nagle, 138 F.3d 917, 924 (llth Cir. 1998) (adopting Drinkard standard, noting
 "Congress clearly did not intend" de novo review).

 18. By "relitigation," I mean litigating an issue over again in a new action. I do not
 mean appeal of a nonfinal judgment to a higher court. This is how the term is generally
 used. See, e.g., Richard H. Fallon, Jr. & DanielJ. Meltzer, New Law, Non-Retroactivity, and
 Constitutional Remedies, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 1731, 1813 (1991) (referring to "federal habeas
 relitigation"). Liebman and Ryan see no difference between an appeal and a collateral
 attack. They say that "the essence of the Convention's, the Constitution's, and the Court's
 solution to the central problem of state legal fidelity to federal law is 'relitigation,"' yet the
 three cases they can muster to support that statement are appeals, not collateral attacks.
 See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 887 n.902. I consider the difference fundamental.
 See infra note 340-343 and accompanying text.

 19. Liebman and Ryan, supra note 9, at 873 n.848 challenge this "shell game"
 metaphor by confusing the statutory construction question with the constitutional power
 question. Assuming that the Fifth, Seventh, and Eleventh Circuits have construed the
 statute correctly, they contend Congress lacked the power to strike this compromise, a
 direct contradiction of Professor Liebman's separation-of-powers argument in West, in
 which he urged the Supreme Court "to let the elected representatives of the people make
 these difficult choices."

 20. When there is more than one arguable basis of congressional power for an act, a
 court need only find one to uphold the act. See Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States,
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 lar to the doctrine of the law of the case. Stated another way, Congress
 has chosen to limit the habeas remedy to cases where the state court deci-
 sion is clearly wrong, resolving doubtful cases in favor of the finality of the
 judgment.

 Although there are many minor disagreements, the heart of my disa-
 greement with Liebman and Ryan can be found in one statement they
 make. They contend that the Constitution requires Article III courts to
 regard as void any prior judgment on a federal question of any non-
 Article III court, including a state court, simply because the Article III
 court disagrees with it. This contention is not supported by any of the
 authorities they cite. It overlooks many precedents on the conclusiveness
 of state court judgments, and it causes them to overlook the difference
 between appeal and habeas.21

 Before getting into the issues in contention, it is important to note
 what is not in contention. Congress has not diminished in the slightest
 the Supreme Court's jurisdiction to review, on certiorari, the decisions of
 state courts in criminal cases, either on direct appeal or state collateral
 review. Thus, if state courts err on a federal question of sufficient impor-
 tance, there is indeed "some effectual power" to correct the error. The
 debate over whether Congress could pass a "jurisdiction stripping" statute
 to remove an issue entirely from the federal courts, leaving it entirely to
 state courts,22 is not at stake here. Finally, there is no question of a con-
 gressional cutoff of all remedies. All states have appeals and collateral
 review, and all of their final judgments on federal questions are review-
 able by the Supreme Court.23

 The sole question is whether, when Congress creates an additional
 remedy, it must extend that remedy to every case in which the lower fed-
 eral court disagrees with the state court's decision on the federal ques-
 tion. Conversely, can Congress limit the additional remedy of its own
 creation to the circumstances in which it believes the benefit to be worth

 the cost, or is it constitutionally forced to an all-or-nothing choice? This
 is a simple question with a simple, obvious answer. However, the length

 379 U.S. 241, 249-50 (1964) (Civil Rights Act upheld on commerce power; no need to
 decide if Fourteenth Amendment would sustain it).

 21. Because this is a "response" article, it has two purposes-to negate Liebman and
 Ryan's thesis and to affirm my own. The same authorities support both purposes, so they
 are not separated in the organization of this response. Where separation of the affirmative
 and negative arguments is needed, the distinction is spelled out in the conclusion sections
 of each part.

 The final version of Liebman and Ryan's article which appears in this issue will likely
 contain some arguments not refuted in this response, although they may cry out for
 rebuttal. Their article has been significantly revised in the final stages of the editorial
 process, too late for this response to be revised to fully address those changes. The reader
 should, therefore, not assume that a point is conceded because it is not refuted.

 22. See Henry M. Hart, The Power of Congress to Limit the Jurisdiction of Federal
 Courts: An Exercise in Dialectic, 66 Harv. L. Rev. 1362, 1401-02 (1953).

 23. See, e.g., Yates v. Evatt, 500 U.S. 391, 393 (1991) (reviewing and reversing denial
 of state habeas relief).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 and complexity of Liebman and Ryan's attempt to evade the obvious an-
 swer will require a somewhat protracted response.

 In Part I of this Response, I examine briefly the nature of the com-
 plex judicial structure of our federal union, to show that state courts are,
 for the most part, equal to and independent of the lower federal courts,
 and not the inferior, supervised entities that Liebman and Ryan imply
 they are. Also in this Part are brief discussions of standards of review and
 the legislative power. Part II is a discussion of res judicata and congres-
 sional control over that body of law, which refutes the notion that federal
 courts must regard as void final state judgments with which they disagree.
 In Part III, I examine congressional control of jurisdiction and remedies,
 specifically the power to forbid the granting of relief. Part IV discusses
 the history of habeas corpus and the realities of its use today, to provide
 the necessary context to understand the reforms of the Antiterrorism and
 Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996. Part V examines the key reform of
 that Act and its meaning. Finally, Part VI applies the constitutional prin-
 ciples of Parts I through IV to the Act to confirm its constitutionality.

 I. THE STRUCTURE OF THE AMERICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM

 A. History and Original Understanding

 Much of the Liebman and Ryan article consists of an extended legis-
 lative history of the Federal Convention of 1787. I have little disagree-
 ment with the history, whatever my doubts about its relevance, or with the
 conclusions that this history actually supports. The supported conclu-
 sions largely reinforce what we have always known. The points of disa-
 greement arise when Liebman and Ryan make unwarranted extrapola-
 tions from the supported conclusions to arrive at wholly unsupported
 propositions, some of which contradict two centuries of well-settled law
 regarding the structure of America's federal system.

 Before placing too much emphasis on the proceedings of the
 Federal Convention of 1787, one point of constitutional legitimacy is in
 order. The men who met in secret session in Philadelphia that summer
 had no lawmaking authority. Indeed, they had no mandate to consider a
 new constitution at all, having been sent there only to propose amend-
 ments to the Articles of Confederation.24 The document they signed was
 not a constitution on the day they signed it, but only a proposal. That
 document became the Constitution, the social contract, and the
 "supreme law of the land" only when the American people, through the
 democratic process, breathed life into it by ratification. Legitimate judi-
 cial review consists solely of enforcing the principles established by the
 people when they ratified the Constitution.25 Anything else is usurpation.

 24. See Richard H. Fallon,Jr., et al., Hart and Wechsler's The Federal Courts and the
 Federal System 3 (4th ed. 1996) [hereinafter Hart & Wechsler].

 25. See Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 176-77 (1803); Federalist No. 78,
 at 467-68 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed. 1961).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 The document that the people ratified and made the supreme law means
 what "We the People of the United States"26 understood it to mean. The
 secret proceedings that produced the document, which were not pub-
 lished until long afterward, are only of secondary relevance. Far more
 important are the debates in the ratifying conventions, contemporary
 writings of both sides, and those statutes of early Congresses that were
 uniformly observed and enforced without doubt as to their
 constitutionality.

 For the issues in dispute here, the ratifying conventions and contem-
 porary writings appear to contain nothing directly on point, but only tan-
 gential statements. For example, Madison and Hamilton were both con-
 cerned about the expense of appealing from state courts to the United
 States Supreme Court in a remote capital, at a time when travel was much
 more difficult than it is today. Madison suggested the Supreme Court
 hold sessions in various places around the country, indicating he did not
 expect there would be appeals to the lower federal courts.27 Hamilton,
 confronting the same problem, saw "no impediment" to appeals from
 state courts to lower federal courts.28 Taken together, these statements
 suggest that such appeals were not an inherent part of the structure but
 that Congress could provide for them if it chose to do so. The lack of
 anything more concrete in these sources makes the early statutes all the
 more important.

 Justice Story noted the importance of these early statutes in Martin v.
 Hunter's Lessee.29 If an early Congress passed a statute, and if that statute
 was uniformly upheld and enforced with no doubts as to its constitution-
 ality, then that statute must be consistent with the true meaning of the
 Constitution, i.e., the original understanding, and any interpretation of
 the Constitution that would render that statute unconstitutional must be

 incorrect.30 Thus, where the text of the Constitution does not answer a
 question, the acts of early Congresses, enacted by legislators and enforced
 by judges who participated in the making of the Constitution, are the
 next best indication of the true meaning.31

 That said, however, any overreliance on the Convention in Liebman
 and Ryan's article is "harmless error," since their history does not pro-
 duce any results which bring the constitutionality of the habeas reform
 into genuine question. They trace the well-known history of the

 26. U.S. Const. preamble.
 27. 3 Jonathan Elliott, The Debates in the Several State Conventions, on the Adoption

 of the Federal Constitution 535-36 (2d ed. 1836).
 28. The Federalist No. 82, at 495 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed. 1961).
 29. 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 348-51 (1816).
 30. See id. at 351-52; accord Printz v. United States, 117 S. Ct. 2365, 2370 (1997);

 Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 175 (1926); Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264,
 418 (1821).

 31. The presumption does not apply, of course, to acts widely regarded as
 unconstitutional at the time, see Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 626 (1992) (Souter, J.,
 concurring) (Alien and Sedition Acts), or to those struck down by the courts.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 Madisonian Compromise, by which it was established that Congress need
 not create the lower federal courts at all, and, if it created them, could
 vest them with only such portion of the potential federal jurisdiction as it
 saw fit.32 They also trace the related development ofjudicial review as the
 principal, if not only, mechanism of stopping state legislation in violation
 of the federal Constitution, laws, and treaties, abandoning the other pro-
 posed mechanisms, most importantly a congressional veto over state legis-
 lation.33 The Convention clearly intended that the state courts be an in-
 tegral part of this process, expressly including them in the Supremacy
 Clause. They also note that the Constitution endowed Article III judges
 with independence through life tenure and salary protection.34

 At the end of their historical discussion, Liebman and Ryan conclude
 that there are five qualitative aspects of "the Judicial Power" inherent in
 the Article III courts: (1) independence from political influence; (2) re-
 jection of nonjudicial policymaking; (3) independence from state courts;
 (4) capacity to decide the whole case; and (5) obligation to decide ac-
 cording to the whole federal law.35

 Regarding independence, there can be little doubt that the Framers
 intentionally insulated the Article III courts from political, and ultimately
 popular, control. The wisdom of their decision, i.e., whether they went
 too far, was debatable then,36 and remains debatable today. Liebman
 and Ryan note Madison's promise that the courts' decisions would be
 "impartially made, according to the rules of the Constitution."37 No seri-
 ous student of constitutional history can doubt that this promise has been
 breached many times over, and perfectly constitutional statutes have been
 struck down or denied enforcement by judges who simply disagreed with
 them.38 Judicial independence is an undeniable feature of the
 Constitution, but its evident dangers should make us reluctant to con-

 32. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 717-18, 722, 762-63 n.298. They call this
 "quantitative" control.

 33. See id. at 729-31. The development of judicial review as a substitute for the
 defeated veto illustrates that it was the state legislatures, not the state judiciaries, the
 Framers were primarily concerned with checking. See id. at 729 (Sherman: state courts as
 check on state legislatures). No one had suggested that Congress should be able to veto
 state judicial decisions.

 34. See id. at 735-36.

 35. See id. at 768-70.

 36. "In short, they are independent of the people, of the legislature, and every power
 under heaven. Men placed in this situation will generally soon feel themselves
 independent of heaven itself." Brutus, Essay XV, N.Y. Journal, Mar. 20, 1788, reprinted in
 The Anti-Federalist Papers and the Constitutional Convention Debates 305 (Ralph
 Ketcham ed., 1986).

 37. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 771.
 38. See, e.g., Hammer v. Dagenhart, 247 U.S. 251, 276 (1918) (Congress cannot

 forbid interstate commerce in goods produced with child labor); Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S.
 (19 How.) 393, 450-51 (1857) (constitutional "right" to own slave in territory declared free
 by Congress).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 strue too narrowly the few checks on judicial power the Constitution does
 contain.

 On the second point, the proposition that federal courts must not
 render advisory opinions is well established. Indeed, this principle is an
 important qualification on Liebman and Ryan's "whole case" and "whole
 law" points. The sole purpose of a judicial proceeding is to determine
 whether the moving party is entitled to the remedy he or she seeks
 against the opposing party. Once the moving party fails to clear even one
 essential hurdle on the track to the remedy, the case is over. Other ques-
 tions that lie further down the track should not be answered, because the
 answers have no effect on the outcome of the case, and opinions on those
 questions would be advisory.39

 The principle of independence of federal courts from state courts is
 unobjectionable so long as it is limited to actual control or revision by
 state courts. An extrapolation of this principle to a rule that federal
 courts must bulldoze ahead, oblivious to state court decisions, would be
 unsupportable for the reasons stated in Part II below.

 The fourth point, that federal courts have the capacity to take the
 whole case, is true, but it has no bearing on the constitutionality of a
 congressional decision to vest a court with something less. There is a
 world of difference between what Congress may do and what Congress
 must do. For example, while the constitutionally permitted scope of
 Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction includes both law and fact, the first
 Congress limited the high court to the writ of error, which made factual
 determinations unreviewable.40 Recognizing that "whole case" is over-
 broad, Liebman and Ryan subsequently recast it as a "whole question"
 principle:

 Article III appellate courts need not address the "whole case"
 and instead may address only such "whole questions" as implicate
 the normative content of, and thus the supremacy of, national
 law. Also exemplifying this qualification are (1) the rule limit-
 ing the nonconstitutional federal claims over which federal
 courts exercise habeas 'jurisdiction" to nontechnical violations,
 (2) the Court's willingness to limit grants of certiorari to fewer
 than all federal questions presented, and (3) other limitations
 that rescue federal courts from a sea of questions "concerned
 with . . . mere etiquette, . . . formalities and minutiae of
 procedure."41

 If Liebman and Ryan really mean that every question implicating the
 normative content and supremacy of national law must be reviewed de
 novo by at least one Article III court, so long as Congress has conferred
 jurisdiction on an Article III court, their examples contradict rather than

 39. See Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, 315-16 (1989) (plurality); see also infra note
 351-352 and accompanying text.

 40. See Hart & Wechsler, supra note 24, at 32.
 41. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 836 (citation omitted).
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 exemplify their stated rule. The supremacy of a federal statute over state
 law certainly involves normative content, yet a federal court with habeas
 jurisdiction will deny relief on a statutory claim unless the claim is
 deemed "fundamental."42 The Supreme Court's decision to grant certio-
 rari on some issues in a civil case from state court while denying review on
 others can easily leave the final word on normative content of federal law
 with the state court, even though an Article III court has exercised juris-
 diction in the case. These examples illustrate that a federal court's atten-
 tion can be limited to some questions in a case, leaving the state court
 decision final on others, even though those others do "implicate the nor-
 mative content of, and thus the supremacy of, national law."

 Fifth, and finally, the proposition that federal courts must decide on
 the basis of all pertinent federal law must be considered in light of the
 broad power of Congress to specify what will be pertinent. Here we must
 deal with the law of jurisdiction and the law of remedies, two fields in
 which Congress has enormous latitude. In a suit to enjoin the enforce-
 ment of an unconstitutional state tax, Congress can render the constitu-
 tionality of the tax irrelevant by withdrawing jurisdiction over that type of
 injunction.43 In a suit for damages for a constitutional violation,
 Congress can, through its control of the remedy, replace the question of
 whether the Constitution was violated with the question of whether the
 act was clearly unconstitutional at the time it was committed.44 An asser-
 tion that courts must decide according to the "whole law" is potentially
 misleading. The court must decide the questions that determine whether
 it has jurisdiction to decide the case and whether the remedy the moving
 party seeks is available for the wrong alleged. If the answer to either of
 these questions is no, the court need not and should not decide the un-
 derlying question of whether a wrong has actually been committed.

 Liebman and Ryan further assert that the decision on the basis of
 "the whole federal law" must be for the purpose of keeping federal law
 supreme.45 The court's duty is to enforce the Constitution, as the
 supreme law, first. In some cases, that means enforcing a state law over
 the act of an overreaching Congress. In City ofBoerne v. Flores, for exam-
 ple, the Supreme Court upheld a valid local ordinance over a contrary

 42. See Reed v. Farley, 512 U.S. 339, 354, n.13 (1994). Liebman and Ryan's use of the
 word "nontechnical" seriously understates the extent of this rule. The rule is that habeas
 relief only lies for statutory claims involving "a fundamental defect which inherently results
 in a complete miscarriage of justice," id., a considerably narrower set than all
 "nontechnical" violations. Their use of the term 'jurisdiction" in reference to claims
 rather than cases is equally curious. Nowhere does the Reed opinion suggest that its rule is
 jurisdictional, and thejurisdictional statute refers to the Constitution, laws, and treaties of
 the United States together, without any suggestion of a jurisdictional distinction between
 them. See 28 U.S.C. § 2241(c) (1994). The Reed rule is about the extent of the habeas
 remedy, not jurisdiction. See infra note 359 and accompanying text.

 43. See 28 U.S.C. § 1341 (1994); infra notes 207-209 and accompanying text.
 44. See infra notes 242-249 and accompanying text.
 45. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 771-72.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 but unconstitutional federal statute.46 Such a holding could possibly be
 shoehorned into a "supremacy-maintaining" rationale on the theory that
 only statutes "made in pursuance of the constitution, have [the] rank" of
 "supreme law of the land,"47 and that the Court was maintaining the
 supremacy of the Constitution over the statute. If that is what Liebman
 and Ryan mean by "keeping federal law supreme," their statement is un-
 objectionable, but it is a most peculiar way of stating it. If, on the other
 hand, they mean that protecting valid federal laws from state encroach-
 ment somehow has higher priority than protecting both individuals and
 state law from overreaching federal action, that startling conclusion
 would seem to require more evidence than they have been able to mus-
 ter. The importance of judicial protection of both individual rights and
 federalism from Congress was recognized in the ratification debates.48

 With this understanding of the "qualitative" requirements for federal
 courts, I will proceed to an examination of how those courts fit in the
 federal system.

 B. The Two-Sided Stepladder

 The relationship between the state courts and the federal courts is
 one aspect of the intricate form of government created by the
 Constitution. This complex form was a unique creation at the time. As
 Madison noted in Federalist No. 39, the Constitution established neither
 a strictly "national" government, in which the states would be consoli-
 dated and lose their sovereign character, nor a strictly "federal" one, in
 which the states would retain their full sovereignty. Instead, the new gov-
 ernment had characteristics of both types.

 This dual nature of the American union can also be seen in its judi-
 cial structure. That structure was formed by the Judiciary Act of 1789, the
 Constitution, and the preexisting state judicial systems. Although there
 have been changes in the details, the broad outlines of that structure re-
 main to this day. The structure resembles a two-sided stepladder. Each
 side of the ladder has multiple rungs. There is only one rung that is
 common to both sides. That is the rung at the very top of the ladder: the
 United States Supreme Court. The Supreme Court alone has appellate
 jurisdiction over both state and federal courts.49 The precedents of the
 Supreme Court alone are binding on state courts,50 making it different in

 46. 117 S. Ct. 2157, 2172 (1997).
 47. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 180 (1803).
 48. See 3 Jonathan Elliott, The Debates in the Several State Conventions, on the

 Adoption of the Federal Constitution 553-54 (2d ed. 1836) (John Marshall); The
 Federalist No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton).

 49. See infra notes 201-202 and accompanying text.
 50. See Arizonans for Official English v. Arizona, 117 S. Ct. 1055, 1064 n.ll (1997)

 (citing with approval Lockhart v. Fretwell, 506 U.S. 364, 375-76 (1993) (Thomas, J.,
 concurring); id. at 1068 n.21.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 kind, not merely in degree, from the federal courts of appeals. "The rank
 and authority of the [state and lower federal] courts are equal ...."51

 The unique status of the Supreme Court as the only federal court
 above the state courts can be seen throughout the constitutional debates
 and the Judiciary Act. As Liebman and Ryan note, the need for a
 supreme court was recognized throughout the Convention.52 Everyone
 recognized that there had to be one court of last resort to finally deter-
 mine the meaning of a federal law. The alternative would be chaos. That
 unifying function, however, is unique to the Supreme Court.53 Since the
 state courts and lower federal courts share jurisdiction over federal ques-
 tions, the creation of lower federal courts aggravates rather than cures
 splits of authority.54 Thus the most powerful argument for having federal
 courts at all was unique to the Supreme Court, and only that Court was
 mandated by the Constitution. The rest were optional.

 This structure of two systems, joined only at the top, was fleshed out
 by the Judiciary Act. In civil cases other than maritime, the two sets of
 courts had jurisdiction over the same questions of law. A case landed in
 one system or the other based on citizenship of the parties, rather than
 the source of the governing law.55 Yet the two systems were expected to
 apply largely the same law. The state judges were commanded directly by
 the Constitution to apply federal law despite any conflict with state law.56
 Where there was no conflict, the federal judges were commanded by
 Congress to apply state law, at least as to statutes.57 Yet differences of
 opinion were inevitable, and the only mechanism for resolving them was
 a writ of error to the Supreme Court.

 In criminal cases as well, the state courts and lower federal courts
 were independent of each other. The lower federal courts had exclusive

 51. Kline v. Burke Constr. Co., 260 U.S. 226, 235 (1922).

 52. See, e.g., Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 716 (Rutledge motion to eliminate
 lower federal courts but leave Supreme Court).

 53. See, e.g., Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 420 (1820) ("appeal [from
 the state courts] will as naturally be to that tribunal which is destined to unite and
 assimilate . .. the rules of national decision" (quoting The Federalist No. 82 (Alexander
 Hamilton)). The singular "tribunal" confirms the presumption that this function belongs
 to the Supreme Court alone.

 54. See, e.g., Caspari v. Bohlen, 510 U.S. 383, 394-95 (1994) (state and federal courts
 split on a point, with a strong hint the state courts were right).

 55. See Judiciary Act of 1789, § 11, 1 Stat. 73, 78 (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C.
 § 1331 (1994)) (diversity jurisdiction).

 56. See U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2.

 57. See Judiciary Act of 1789, § 34, 1 Stat. at 92 (codified at 28 U.S.C. § 1652 (1994))
 (Rules of Decision Act). Whether this act applied to case law as well was one of the great
 controversies. Charles Warren, New Light on the History of the Federal Judiciary Act of
 1789, 37 Harv. L. Rev. 49, 51-52, 81-88 (1923), concludes that the Act, as originally
 intended, did apply to case law. A half century after the Act, and without the legislative
 history Warren later unearthed, Swift v. Tyson, 41 U.S. (1 Pet.) 1, 19 (1842), decided to the
 contrary. Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 79 (1938), held that the Swift
 interpretation was not merely wrong, but unconstitutional.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 jurisdiction over federal criminal cases58 and no jurisdiction over state
 criminal cases. Congress expressly forbade the issuance of a writ of
 habeas corpus for the benefit of a state prisoner.59 Thus, when a defend-
 ant in a state criminal case claimed diplomatic immunity under a federal
 statute, he could not obtain release through a pretrial writ in the federal
 circuit court.60 He had to litigate the disputed question of whether he
 really was a diplomat in state court. The only federal review was a writ of
 error to the Supreme Court, and then only after final judgment.61

 C. The Independence of State Courts

 Shortly after the Judiciary Act, Congress added yet another limitation
 to insure the independence of the state courts from the lower federal
 courts. Congress enacted the Anti-Injunction Act and forbade the federal
 courts to enjoin state court proceedings.62 This Act further reinforced
 the structure of the Judiciary Act and established firmly by statute what
 was implicit in the Constitution and section 25 of the Judiciary Act: "Su-
 perintending" state court decisions is ajob for the Supreme Court alone,
 not for the lower federal courts. "As part of the delicate adjustments re-
 quired by our federalism, Congress has rigorously controlled the 'inferior
 courts' in their relation to the courts of the states."63

 In our mixed national/federal system, the state courts are created by
 the states yet charged with a duty by the federal Constitution: enforcing
 that Constitution and federal laws and treaties as the "supreme law of the
 land." To assume that they will shirk this duty is error, and the Supreme
 Court has several times had to chastise lower federal courts that had

 made the assumption.64 Justice Hugo Black, as ardent a defender of the
 supremacy of federal law as ever sat on the high bench, put it best:

 When this Nation was established by the Constitution, each
 State surrendered only a part of its sovereign power to the na-
 tional government. But those powers that were not surrendered
 were retained by the States and unless a State was restrained by
 "the supreme Law of the Land" as expressed in the Constitution,
 laws, or treaties of the United States, it was free to exercise those
 retained powers as it saw fit. One of the reserved powers was the

 58. See Judiciary Act of 1789, § 11, 1 Stat. at 78-80.
 59. See Judiciary Act of 1789, § 14, 1 Stat. at 81-82. The writ could be used to bring

 the state prisoner to federal court to testify, see id., after which he would presumably be
 remanded to state custody.

 60. See Ex parte Cabrera, 4 F. Cas. 964, 966 (C.C.D. Pa. 1805) (No. 2278).
 61. See Judiciary Act of 1789, § 25, 1 Stat. at 85-87.
 62. See Act of Mar. 2, 1793, § 5, 1 Stat. 333, 334-35 (codified at 28 U.S.C. § 2283

 (1994)).
 63. Toucey v. New York Life Ins., 314 U.S. 118, 141 (1941).
 64. See, e.g., Caspari v. Bohlen, 510 U.S. 383, 395 (1994) ("Constitutional law is not

 the exclusive province of federal courts, and in the Teague analysis the reasonable views of
 state courts are entitled to consideration along with those of the federal courts."). In
 Caspari, the lower federal court's exclusive focus on federal precedents was error. See id.
 at 394.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 maintenance of state judicial systems for the decision of legal
 controversies. Many of the Framers of the Constitution felt that
 separate federal courts were unnecessary and that the state
 courts could be entrusted to protect both state and federal
 rights. Others felt that a complete system of federal courts to
 take care of federal legal problems should be provided for in
 the Constitution itself. This dispute resulted in compromise.
 One supreme court was created by the Constitution, and
 Congress was given the power to create other federal courts. In
 the First Congress this power was exercised and a system of fed-
 eral trial and appellate courts with limited jurisdiction was cre-
 ated by the Judiciary Act of 1789, 1 Stat. 73.

 While the lower federal courts were given certain powers in
 the 1789 Act, they were not given any power to review directly
 cases from state courts, and they have not been given such pow-
 ers since that time. Only the Supreme Court was authorized to
 review on direct appeal the decisions of state courts. Thus from
 the beginning we have had in this country two essentially sepa-
 rate legal systems. Each system proceeds independently of the
 other with ultimate review in this Court of the federal questions
 raised in either system.65

 Closely related to the express statutory bar of the Anti-Injunction Act
 is the implied bar of the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. In Rooker v. Fidelity Trust
 Co., the losing parties in a state court suit asked a federal district court to
 declare the state judgment void as violating various constitutional provi-
 sions.66 The state court had jurisdiction, and the plaintiffs' complaint was
 "merely an attempt to get rid of the judgment for alleged errors of law
 committed in the exercise of that jurisdiction."67 The Supreme Court
 emphatically rejected such review. "[N] o court of the United States other
 than [the Supreme Court] could entertain a proceeding to reverse or
 modify the [state court] judgment for errors of that character."68

 Rooker is a case of statutory interpretation.69 It holds that the assign-
 ment of appeals from state courts to the Supreme Court is implicitly ex-
 clusive.70 If an action in a district court amounts in practice to an appeal
 from a state court, the district court must reject it even if it otherwise falls
 within that court's jurisdiction. Rooker thus further reinforces the general

 65. Atlantic Coast Line R.R. Co. v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Eng'rs, 398 U.S. 281,
 285-86 (1970) (vacating an injunction issued in violation of the Anti-Injunction Act). See
 infra notes 197-203 and accompanying text.

 66. 263 U.S. 413, 414-15 (1923).
 67. Id. at 416.
 68. Id.

 69. The statute in question was the predecessor of 28 U.S.C. § 1257 (1994). Rooker
 was reaffirmed and applied to the local courts of the District of Columbia in District of
 Columbia Court of Appeals v. Feldman, 460 U.S. 462, 476 (1983). The District is treated as
 a state in section 1257 and a number of other sections. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. §§ 1366, 1451
 (1994).

 70. See Rooker, 263 U.S. at 415; see also Feldman, 460 U.S. at 476 (same interpretation
 applied to D.C. courts).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 rule that state courts are independent of the lower federal courts. "Su-
 perintending" the state courts, to use Liebman and Ryan's word, is the
 job of the Supreme Court alone, and not the job of the lower federal
 courts. Not only is there no presumption of superintendency by the
 lower federal courts,71 the presumption is just the opposite. Since the
 rule is statutory, Congress can make exceptions, but the exceptions ought
 not be confused with the rule.72

 The state courts are an essential component of state government.
 Their operation is essential to the operation of government. This is par-
 ticularly true in the administration of the criminal law, which is primarily
 a state function, without which society would degenerate into anarchy.
 Given the present state of American constitutional law, in which the Bill
 of Rights has been transformed into "a detailed Code of Criminal
 Procedure, to which a new chapter is added every year,"73 trying criminal
 cases necessarily means ruling on a host of federal constitutional claims.
 If state courts are not competent to decide federal questions, then we
 might as well remove all criminal trials to the federal district courts and
 be done with it.

 By ratifying the Constitution, the states gave up a portion of their
 sovereignty, including a portion of the independence of their courts.
 Thus, the Constitution allows an appeal of a federal question from a state
 court to the United States Supreme Court.74 But that limited surrender
 of sovereignty does not, by its own force, surrender the entire judicial
 power of the state. The essence of the judicial power is the power to
 render finaljudgments.75 When Article III created that power in the fed-
 eral courts, it did not abolish the same power in the state courts.76 Con-
 sistently with the judicial power, the legislative power may create modes
 of review of judgment and even collateral attacks on judgments.77 How-
 ever, except to the extent it is so reviewable, a judgment of a competent
 court is final and binding between the parties to it.78 An assertion that
 Article III imposes on the federal courts an inherent duty to disregard

 71. Cf. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 767-68.
 72. Liebman and Ryan, supra note 9, at 781 n. 388, appear to grudgingly concede the

 point, referring to "a presumption of Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction over state
 decisions, [that] Congress in appropriate circumstances [may] overcome ...." Even
 though Congress has made exceptions, they remain exceptions and not the rule. In the
 total scope of federal-state court relations, the general rule throughout history has been as
 Justice Black stated in Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co. v. Brotherhood of Locomotive
 Engineers, 398 U.S. 281, 285-86 (1970).

 73. Henry Friendly, Is Innocence Irrelevant? Collateral Attack on Criminal
 Judgments, 38 U. Chi. L. Rev. 142, 156 (1970).

 74. See Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 417-18 (1821); Martin v. Hunter's
 Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 338-39 (1816).

 75. See Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211, 218-19 (1995).
 76. See id. at 223-24.

 77. See id. at 234 ("The finality that a court can pronounce is no more than what the
 law in existence at the time of judgment will permit it to pronounce.").

 78. See infra notes 135-155 and accompanying text.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 final judgments of competent state courts would have been universally
 regarded as absurd in 1789, and nothing in the principles of indepen-
 dence and effectualness that Liebman and Ryan discern in Article III re-
 quires such disregard.

 Liebman and Ryan are undoubtedly correct that when Congress cre-
 ated the lower federal courts, the Constitution required that those courts
 be independent and be vested with "the Judicial Power" in whatever cases
 may be assigned to their jurisdiction. Where they err is in extrapolating
 from those principles the complete destruction of the independence and
 effectualness of the state courts when they rule on federal questions.
 That would be the effect of their thesis that a federal court must regard a
 state judgment on a federal question as void if the federal court disagrees
 with it.

 From the beginning, it has been understood that state courts were
 competent to decide federal questions. Competence to decide a judicial
 question is competence to decide it finally, subject only to such review as
 the legislative authority may prescribe. With limited exceptions, it has
 been understood from the beginning that state court judgments are enti-
 tled to respect in federal courts. I will return to this body of law in Part II.
 First, a bit of groundwork is needed on the interaction of the judicial and
 legislative powers and on standards of review.

 D. Facts, Law, and Review

 When a superior tribunal hears an appeal from an inferior one, the
 usual rule is that findings of fact are reviewed deferentially, while conclu-
 sions of law are reviewed de novo.79 That is, on a question of law it makes
 no difference which party won in the lower tribunal. The judges of the
 appellate court will decide the question for themselves without regard to
 the earlier decision. On questions of fact, though, it matters a great deal
 who won below. The requirement of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
 52(a) that findings of fact not be set aside unless clearly erroneous is
 typical.

 While this distinction seems simple on the surface, it has proved
 "vexing" in practice.80 Legal decisions are not cleanly divided into two
 distinct categories, but instead lie on a continuum:81

 The confusion exhibited in judicial opinions over law and fact
 stems from two sources. First, courts assume that the properly
 affixed characterization necessarily determines which legal actor
 is assigned the decisionmaking task. Second, the two categories
 have been used to describe at least three distinct functions: law

 declaration, fact identification, and law application.

 79. See Pierce v. Underwood, 487 U.S. 552, 558 (1988).
 80. See Henry P. Monaghan, Constitutional Fact Review, 85 Colum. L. Rev. 229, 232

 (1985).
 81. See id. at 233.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 To be sure, the categories of law and fact have traditionally
 served an important regulatory function in distributing author-
 ity among various decisionmakers in the legal system. But there is
 no imperative that a properly affixed characterization necessarily con-
 trols allocation offunctions. And, quite plainly, the actual distribu-
 tion of authority between judges and other decisionmakers has
 often been governed by other factors, such as the nature of the
 substantive issue and the character of the decisionmakers. That

 is, viewing the statutory or common law scheme as a whole, the
 judges decide on an "appropriate" division of functions between
 themselves and others engaged in the law-declaring or law-ap-
 plying process. The difficulty comes when the judges seek to
 force such allocation decisions into the conventional categories
 of law and fact. Distortions in the analytic content of the catego-
 ries occur. These distortions are wholly unnecessary if we sepa-
 rate the allocative uses from the analytic content of these categories.82

 Professor Monaghan goes on to say, "The real issue is not analytic,
 but allocative: what decisionmaker should decide the issue?"83 The

 Supreme Court soon agreed. Citing the above statement, the Court said
 in Miller v. Fenton,

 At least in those instances in which Congress has not spoken and
 in which the issue falls somewhere between a pristine legal stan-
 dard and a simple historical fact, the fact/law distinction at
 times has turned on a determination that, as a matter of the
 sound administration ofjustice, one judicial actor is better posi-
 tioned than another to decide the issue in question.84
 In other words, the allocation of "law application" issues, and the

 standard for reviewing them, is generally a question of policy. The Miller
 Court noted the primacy of Congress, as is appropriate for a policy deci-
 sion. Miller notes that the decision of whether a juror is biased is a "pro-
 cess of applying law to fact," but that the trial judge's decision was none-
 theless given deference.85 Miller reaffirmed the rule of independent
 review of voluntariness of confessions not because it was constitutionally
 mandated but because the Court believed Congress had intended for
 such reviews to continue when it amended the habeas statute in 1966.86

 Miller and the juror bias cases it cited were collateral attacks on judg-
 ments and not direct review.87 Yet even on direct review, de novo review
 of law application is not regarded as a universal constitutional mandate.

 82. Id. at 234-35 (footnotes omitted) (emphasis added in part).
 83. Id. at 237 (footnotes omitted).
 84. 474 U.S. 104, 114 (1985).
 85. See id. at 114-15.

 86. See id. at 115-16. The statute in question was former subdivision (d) of 28 U.S.C.
 § 2254, the predecessor of current subdivision (e). That subdivision enacted a
 presumption of correctness for state court finding of fact, with no similar presumption for
 law or mixed questions.

 87. For juror bias, the same standard applies on direct review. See Mu'Min v.
 Virginia, 500 U.S. 415, 428-29 (1991).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 Where the Constitution does mandate such review of a decision of a court,
 Article III is not the source of the mandate.

 Container Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board,88 an opinion by
 Justice Brennan, refutes the notion that de novo review of law application
 is always required. One of the federal constitutional questions involved
 in this case was whether Container Corp. and its subsidiaries were a "uni-
 tary business" for the purpose of state income taxation. Justice Brennan
 noted: "The legal principles defining the constitutional limits on the uni-
 tary business principle are now well established."89 De novo review of the
 state court's "particular application of these principles" was not required.
 "Rather, our task must be to determine whether the state court applied
 the correct standards to the case; and if it did, whether its judgment 'was
 within the realm of permissible judgment.' "90 The Court then found that
 the state court had applied the correct standard,91 and that its conclusion
 was "within the realm of permissible judgment."92

 A second line of cases applying a deferential standard of review on
 direct appeal involved the review of probable cause in searches made with
 a warrant. A decision that particular facts amount to "probable cause" is
 a prime example of the application of a legal standard to specific facts.
 Thus, in a case involving warrantless searches, Ornelas v. United States, the
 Supreme Court classified this as a "mixed question" reviewable de novo
 on appeal.93 However, in Illinois v. Gates and Massachusetts v. Upton,
 where a magistrate had determined probable cause and issued a search
 warrant, the magistrate's decision was reviewed deferentially, not de
 novo, for the policy reason of encouraging the use of warrants.94

 Comparing Upton and Gates with Ornelas, we see that the choice of
 the standard of review is a policy question. De novo review of mixed
 questions is the norm, but policy considerations may, in various circum-
 stances, call for a different standard. Conspicuous by its absence from
 these cases is any variation based on whether the court reviewed is a state
 court or an Article III court. In Orelas a federal district judge's decision
 was reviewed de novo, while in Gates and Upton a state magistrate's deci-
 sion was reviewed deferentially.

 There is a case holding that independent review of a particular ques-
 tion of "law application" by another court is constitutionally required, but
 that case pointedly refutes the idea that the Article III versus non-Article

 88. 463 U.S. 159 (1983).
 89. Id. at 176.

 90. Id. (quoting Norton Co. v. Department of Revenue, 340 U.S. 534, 538 (1951)).
 91. See id. at 177.

 92. Id. at 180.

 93. 517 U.S. 690, 696-97 (1996).
 94. See Ornellas, 517 U.S. at 698-99 (distinguishing Gates on policy ground of

 encouraging warrants); Massachusetts v. Upton, 466 U.S. 727, 732-33 (1984) (per curiam);
 Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 236-37 (1983). Upton and Gates predate United States v.
 Leon, 468 U.S. 897 (1984). Before Leon, a finding of no probable cause required
 suppression of the evidence. See Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108, 115-16 (1964).
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 III status of the reviewing and reviewed courts, respectively, is the source
 of the mandate. Bose Corp. v. Consumers Union of United States involved
 appellate review of a district judge's determination of "actual malice," a
 constitutional requirement for a libel action by a public figure.95 The
 Court held that independent review of this issue was "a rule of federal
 constitutional law."96

 The justification for the holding lies in the First Amendment and not
 in Article III.97 The decision reviewed in Bose was the decision of another

 Article III court. The Supreme Court specifically rejected the contention
 that the standard of review should be more relaxed than the one applied
 to cases from state courts. "[S]urely it would pervert the concept of fed-
 eralism for this Court to lay claim to a broader power of review over state-
 court judgments than it exercises in reviewing the judgments of interme-
 diate federal courts."98

 Even on direct appeal, then, we see that the standard of review ap-
 plied to law application of decisions of courts varies with the constitu-
 tional question presented. The standard depends on the question and
 not on the status of the court reviewed as Article III or non-Article III.

 Liebman and Ryan state that their "whole constitutional point is that the
 federal court must exercise the entire supremacy-maintaining judicial
 Power,"' by which they mean de novo review, "at risk of 'treason to the
 Constitution.'"99 Their "whole constitutional point" cannot be recon-
 ciled with these precedents.

 Liebman and Ryan claim that Crowell v. Benson°00 stands for the
 proposition that the Article III court must decide for itself "those aspects
 of a case that implicate the normative content of some provision of fed-
 eral law."101 At the conclusion of their article, they invoke this federal
 administrative law decision to claim that Congress cannot give a state court
 judgment preclusive effect when that court has made a constitutional-nor-
 mative judgment.102 Crowell does not support this reading.

 In Crowell, Congress had created an agency to adjudicate worker's
 compensation claims by employees injured "upon the navigable waters of
 the United States."l03 The Court upheld the authority of the agency to
 finally adjudicate factual questions such as the extent of injury,104 which

 95. 466 U.S. 485, 489-90 (1984).
 96. Id. at 510.

 97. See id. at 510-11; see also Monaghan, supra note 80, at 243 ("fastening the
 demand for independent judgment to special first amendment considerations").

 98. Bose, 466 U.S. at 499.

 99. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 887 n.902 (emphasis omitted).
 100. 285 U.S. 22 (1932).
 101. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 827.
 102. See id. at 877-78.
 103. 285 U.S. at 37.

 104. See id. at 54. This holding is quite a stretch. It is justified on the theory of
 congressional authority over rights it creates. See Northern Pipeline Constr. Co. v.
 Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50, 81 (1982). From the employer's point of view,
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 are typically the core of the dispute in worker's compensation cases.
 However, the 'jurisdictional facts" that brought the case within federal
 jurisdiction, as then narrowly construed,105 had to be decided de novo in
 an Article III court. Subjecting the employer to a federally prescribed
 rule of liability if the injury did not, in fact, occur upon navigable waters
 would be outside of Congress's enumerated powers and hence unconsti-
 tutional.'06 The question, then, was "whether the Congress may substi-
 tute for constitutional courts, in which the judicial power of the United
 States is vested, an administrative agency... for the final determination of
 the existence of the facts upon which the enforcement of the constitu-
 tional rights of the citizen depend."l07 Crowell held that it may not.

 Crowell is easily distinguishable from the issues presented by federal
 habeas reform. Crowell involved the decision of an administrative agency
 and not a court. Professor Monaghan has already explored the impor-
 tance of this distinction, noting that Crowell was based on a "legitimacy
 deficit" of administrative adjudication which does not apply to state
 courts.108 There is no need to repeat his entire analysis here, but one of
 the antecedents of Crowell which he discusses bears mention.

 In Ohio Valley Water Co. v. Ben Avon Borough, the Supreme Court held
 that when a state administrative rate-setting order is challenged as confis-
 catory, due process requires review of that order by a court exercising
 independentjudgment.109 The courts in that case were state courts. The
 only Article III court with jurisdiction was the United States Supreme
 Court. The High Court did not exercise its own independent judgment
 on the underlying federal constitutional question of whether the rate was
 confiscatory. The High Court said that the question must be decided by
 "some court" and sent the case back to the state courts to decide it.110

 Crowell v. Benson cited this holding of Ben Avon for the proposition
 that the statute before the Court in Crowell should be construed to permit
 independentjudicial review of the constitutional question to save its con-
 stitutionality."l Crowell could not be citing Ben Avon as a rule of statutory
 construction, since the statute in Ben Avon had been authoritatively con-
 strued by the state high court not to provide for independent judicial
 review.112 Crowell could only be relying on Ben Avon for the constitu-

 though, he is not seeking the benefit of a congressionally created right, but rather
 objecting to the imposition of a congressionally created liability. However, since the
 correctness of this holding is not essential to my thesis, I will not examine it further.

 105. This was during a period of restrictive interpretation of the Commerce Clause.
 See 1 Ronald D. Rotunda & John E. Nowak, Treatise on Constitutional Law: Substance
 and Procedure § 4.5 (2d ed. 1992).

 106. See Crowell, 285 U.S. at 56.

 107. Id. at 56 (footnote omitted) (emphasis added).
 108. See Monaghan, supra note 80, at 262.
 109. 253 U.S. 287, 289 (1920).
 110. See id. at 291.

 111. See Crowell, 285 U.S. at 46.
 112. See 253 U.S. at 289.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 tional principle that the constitutional issue must be independently de-
 cided by a court as opposed to an administrative agency.113

 Article III is involved in Crowell because the tribunal in question is a
 federal agency and the issue therefore involves the vesting of the judicial
 power of the United States.l14 Cases arising in the state courts are different,
 as they need only comply with due process and not Article III.115 As Ben
 Avon had held, due process is satisfied by review in "some court," and the
 only Article III court with jurisdiction did not have to review the issue
 itself.

 Liebman and Ryan contend that the "constitutional" or "jurisdic-
 tional" facts in Crowell and St. Joseph Stock Yards Co. v. United States116 are
 the equivalent of the "mixed questions of law and fact" that are generally
 reviewed de novo on appeal.117 I find this unconvincing. Certainly
 Justice Brandeis did not read the majority opinion in St. Joseph that way.
 He understood the majority to require 'judicial review of the correctness
 of the findings of fact ... concerning the value of this property or its net
 income."118 These are facts that accountants could determine as well as

 judges-probably better-and that involve little or no application of legal
 principles. Certainly this determination involves less law application than
 deciding whether a juror is biased, or whether there was probable cause
 to issue a search warrant, both of which are reviewed deferentially after
 determination by a state judge.119

 In their analysis of Crowell, Liebman and Ryan err in focusing on the
 court and what the court must do rather than on the agency and what the
 agency may do. A federal court may, consistently with Article III, decline
 to reexamine any question previously decided between the same parties
 by any tribunal with the authority to decide it finally, whether that tribu-
 nal be federal, state, or Spanish.120 The statute in Crowell, if construed
 literally, would have been unconstitutional not because it precluded the
 Article III court from deciding a question, but rather because it would
 have vested a non-Article III federal tribunal with the power to finally
 adjudicate the facts deciding a constitutional right. That, the Court con-

 113. Liebman and Ryan, supra note 9, at 886, cite Crowell as contrary to the principle
 that the greater power includes the lesser. There is no "greater" here. Given Crowell's
 reliance on Ben Avon, it is apparent that administrative adjudication with no judicial review
 would have been struck down.

 114. See 285 U.S. at 56.

 115. See id. at 57.

 116. 298 U.S. 38 (1936).

 117. See Liebman and Ryan, supra note 9, at 825.
 118. St. Joseph, 298 U.S. at 76 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
 119. See Wainwright v. Witt, 469 U.S. 412, 428 (1985); supra note 94 and

 accompanying text.
 120. See Fouvergne v. Municipality No. 2 of New Orleans, 59 U.S. (18 How.) 470, 473

 (1856) (decision of Spanish court from colonial period settled the issue).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 cluded, would be exercising the judicial power of the United States.
 Crowell is simply irrelevant to the decisions of state courts.121

 E. The Judicial Power and the Legislative Power

 The Constitution establishes two different separations of power. It
 separates the federal from the state, and it also divides the federal power
 among the branches.122 The first substantive provision of the
 Constitution vests all federal legislative powers in the Congress.123 This
 power is the "power to 'prescrib[e] the rules by which the duties and
 rights of every citizen are to be regulated ....' "124

 The judicial power is exercised in the context of the legislative
 power. Given the breadth and extent of the latter, any statement that
 Congress cannot tell federal courts how to decide cases within their juris-
 diction125 needs to be carefully qualified. Professor Hart, for example,
 said he could "easily read into Article III a limitation on the power of
 Congress . .. ,"126 a very different thing from denying the existence of the
 power altogether.

 Congress tells courts how to decide cases, in a broad sense, every
 time it enacts a rule of substantive law. For example, when Congress
 specifies the elements of a crime, an exclusively legislative function,127 it
 tells courts to acquit in every case where the elements are not proven.
 This power can even be exercised by enacting a rule so narrow that it
 applies only to one pending case. In Pennsylvania v. Wheeling and Belmont
 Bridge Co., the Supreme Court upheld an act that declared legal a bridge
 that the Court had previously ordered removed as an obstruction of a
 navigable river.128 Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Society involved a statute
 that said a particular plan for wildlife and forest management "is ade-
 quate consideration for the purpose of meeting the statutory require-
 ments that are the basis for" a particular named pending case.129 The
 Court upheld the statute, holding that it amended the applicable law.130

 121. Liebman and Ryan's analysis of Northern Pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon
 Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50 (1982), similarly errs in its assumption that if a state court,
 rather than an Article I bankruptcy court, had decided the issues in that case they would
 have to be subject to review by an Article III court. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at
 845-46. Since they do not use Northern Pipeline to any significant extent in their attack on
 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d), I will omit any detailed refutation of this analysis.

 122. See Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 458 (1991).
 123. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1.

 124. Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211, 222 (1995) (quoting The Federalist
 No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton)).

 125. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 782 n.389.
 126. Hart, supra note 22, at 1373.
 127. See Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419, 424 (1985).
 128. 59 U.S. (18 How.) 421, 430-31 (1856).
 129. 503 U.S. 429, 434-35 (1992).
 130. See id. at 441.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 The legislative power is not limited to substantive law. It also in-
 cludes the authority to establish rules of procedure and evidence. The
 legislative nature of this power is so well established that Justices Black
 and Douglas thought the Rules Enabling Act, which gave the Supreme
 Court a role in rulemaking, was an unconstitutional delegation of legisla-
 tive power to the judiciary.131 Acts of Congress regulate the manner in
 which the judicial power is exercised to a considerable degree. Congress
 can specify, within constitutional limits, what evidence courts will re-
 ceive.132 When Congress decided that federal courts of appeals had be-
 come "citadels of technicality," reversing for insubstantial errors,
 Congress specified a rule for reversible error.133 Even for federal consti-
 tutional violations, when the Supreme Court crafted a "harmless error"
 standard it carefully noted that it did so only "in the absence of appropri-
 ate congressional action .... 134 Congress has the power to specify when
 the remedy of reversal on appeal will be withheld despite the finding of
 error. This power is no different in principle from the power to specify
 when the remedy of collateral attack on a judgment will be withheld.
 Specifying such rules for the decision of cases is the essence of the legisla-
 tive power.

 To summarize, the Constitution and the First Congress, in conjunc-
 tion, created a judicial system in which state courts and lower federal
 courts operated largely independently of each other. Both were subject
 to appellate review by the Supreme Court of the United States, the only
 court with appellate jurisdiction over both systems. There was no pre-
 sumption that the lower federal courts had a "superintending" function
 over the state courts. Although the First Congress could have given them
 one, it chose not to, and that remains the general rule to the present day,
 with some exceptions. State courts have, from the beginning, had au-
 thority to render final decisions on federal questions, subject only to ap-
 pellate review by the Supreme Court.

 When one court reviews the decision of another on appeal, the stan-
 dard of review may vary depending on policy considerations. Constitu-
 tional requirements for independent review have been found in First
 Amendment cases and in cases of judicial review of administrative tribu-
 nals. Outside the First Amendment, no constitutional mandate exists for
 de novo review by an Article III court of the decision of a state court, and
 some decisions of state courts applying federal law to particular facts are
 reviewed deferentially even in the Supreme Court.

 131. See Order Amending the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 374 U.S. 865, 865-66
 (statement by Justices Black and Douglas, dissenting).

 132. See, e.g., Fed. R. Evid. 412 (rape shield law). By "constitutional limits," I mean
 the rules of evidence in the Constitution itself, such as the privilege against self-
 incrimination. See U.S. Const. amend. V.

 133. See 28 U.S.C. § 2111 (1994); Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 759
 (1946).

 134. Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 21 (1967).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 Although the judiciary is, in many respects, independent of the legis-
 lature, the judicial power must be exercised in the context of the legisla-
 tive power. Constitutional statutes provide the rules by which cases are
 decided, and in this sense Congress can and does tell courts how to de-
 cide cases.

 The two aspects of legislative power most relevant here are
 Congress's power to specify the preclusive effect of a prior judgment and
 its power to specify the circumstances under which particular remedies
 will be available. Neither of these powers necessarily involves control of
 the jurisdiction of federal courts. The constitutionality of 28 U.S.C.
 § 2254(d) does not rest solely, or even primarily, on the concept that a
 lesser power to limit habeas jurisdiction is included within the greater
 power to eliminate it altogether. The powers to enact rules of preclusion
 and to specify the scope of remedies are independent of the power to
 grant or withhold jurisdiction. I will examine the first power in Part II
 and the second in Part III.

 II. EFFECTUALNESS OF STATE COURTS AND FINALITY OF JUDGMENTS

 A. Absolute Preclusion: Res Judicata

 The keystone of Liebman and Ryan's thesis is their assertion that the
 constitutional plan requires federal courts to decide the case by, among
 other requirements, "treating as void any law or judicial decision-most
 explicitly, any state law or judicial decision-that is contrary to hierarchi-
 cally ordered federal law and to which the case necessarily calls the fed-
 eral court's attention."135 "Contrary," in this context, apparently means
 simply that the federal court disagrees with the state court's decision,
 however well-reasoned and however consistent with the mainstream of

 American judicial thought the state decision may be.
 The Constitution requires nothing of the sort. The general rule is

 and has been from the beginning that state court judgments and federal
 court judgments stand on an equal footing, each entitled to respect in
 the courts of the other. Far from denigrating state court judgments, the
 Constitution expressly protects them. "Full Faith and Credit shall be
 given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of
 every other State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the
 Manner in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved,
 and the Effect thereof."136 By its terms, the constitutional provision only
 applies to state court judgments in other state courts. No constitutional
 provision was needed to authorize Congress to "prescribe ... the effect"
 of state courtjudgments in federal court, because it had this power under
 the Necessary and Proper Clause'37 as an incident of its power to estab-
 lish the federal courts.

 135. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 771.
 136. U.S. Const. art. IV, § 1 (emphasis added).
 137. See id. art. I, § 8, cl. 18.

 911
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 Congress wasted little time in exercising both powers. With the ink
 barely dry on the Judiciary Act, Congress enacted the Full Faith and
 Credit Act.'38 With few changes, that statute remains today as 28 U.S.C.
 § 1738, which provides in part: "Such Acts, records and judicial proceed-
 ings or copies thereof, so authenticated, shall have the same full faith and
 credit in every court within the United States and its Territories and
 Possessions as they have by law or usage in the courts of such State,
 Territory or Possession from which they are taken."'39 This act applies to
 federal courts as well as state courts.140 It does not merely establish a
 mode of authenticatingjudgments, but establishes as a rule of substantive
 law that state courtjudgments have the same force as resjudicata in every
 court in America as they have in the state's own courts.141 Conspicuous
 by its absence is any exception for federal questions that a litigant seeks to
 relitigate in federal court.

 The Supreme Court has consistently required the federal courts to
 respect final state judgments, regardless of whether the issue is one of
 state or federal law and regardless of whether the federal court agrees
 with the state court's decision. The only exceptions are those that
 Congress has made. "[A]n exception to § 1738 will not be recognized
 unless a later statute contains an express or implied partial repeal."'42 A
 dramatic example of the force of res judicata in the American legal sys-
 tem can be seen in the case of Montana v. United States.143 Federal gov-
 ernment contractors sued in a Montana state court to attack a state tax,
 which they contended discriminated against the federal government.
 Although the contractors were the nominal parties, the government con-
 trolled and paid for the suit. The Montana Supreme Court upheld the
 tax, and the contractors filed a certiorari petition, but for some reason
 the government had them dismiss it. The government then filed its own
 suit in federal district court.144 The Supreme Court held that the state
 court decision was resjudicata, even in the Supreme Court, even against
 the government itself, and even on a subject going to the very heart of
 federal supremacy.145 A state tax which, in practice, falls on the federal
 government alone is very close to the one struck down in the great case of
 McCulloch v. Maryland.l46 If the Constitution, by its own force, required a
 federal court to brush aside a state judgment and render its own decision

 138. See Act of May 26, 1790, ch. 11, 1 Stat. 122 (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C.
 § 1738 (1994)).

 139. 28 U.S.C. § 1738 (1994).
 140. See Mills v. Duryee, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 481, 485 (1813).
 141. See id. at 484.

 142. Kremer v. Chemical Constr. Corp., 456 U.S. 461, 468 (1982).
 143. 440 U.S. 147 (1979).
 144. See id. at 150-51.

 145. See id. at 153-55, 162-64.

 146. 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 431 (1819) ("[T]he power to tax involves the power to
 destroy .. .").
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 in any case, this would seem to be the one. Yet the Supreme Court held
 that the state court judgment was final and could not be reopened.147

 The conclusion of a federal court that the state court was wrong on
 the merits is not an exception to the Full Faith and Credit Act. Any such
 rule would amount to a repeal of the Act. "That the adjudication of fed-
 eral questions by the [state court] may have been erroneous is immaterial
 for purposes of res judicata."'48 Where res judicata applies,149 its bar is
 absolute and independent of the merits of the case.

 The contention that the Constitution requires an independent fed-
 eral judgment on a question already resolved by a state court was specifi-
 cally considered and rejected in Allen v. McCurry.150 In that case, a state
 criminal defendant had made a Fourth Amendment claim in his state

 criminal trial, and the ruling went against him in part. Federal habeas
 review of that claim was precluded by Stone v. Powell.'15 He then brought
 a federal civil rights action for damages against the searching officers
 under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.152 The Court of Appeals' rejection of the of-
 ficers' res judicata defense was error:

 The actual basis of the Court of Appeals' holding appears to be
 a generally framed principle that every person asserting a fed-
 eral right is entitled to one unencumbered opportunity to liti-
 gate that right in a federal district court, regardless of the legal
 posture in which the federal claim arises. But the authority for
 this principle is difficult to discern. It cannot lie in the
 Constitution, which makes no such guarantee, but leaves the scope of
 the jurisdiction ... to the wisdom of Congress.153

 The Allen Court goes on to hold, as a matter of statutory construc-
 tion, that Congress did not intend to make an exception to the Full Faith
 and Credit Act when it enacted section 1983.154 Because the former act is

 a long-established and unquestionably constitutional rule of law, the fed-
 eral court was obliged to respect the state court's rejection of McCurry's
 claim.

 147. See Montana, 440 U.S. at 164.

 148. Angel v. Bullington, 330 U.S. 183, 187 (1947).
 149. Cases where the doctrine would not apply include those where the first court

 lacked jurisdiction, see Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Epstein, 516 U.S. 367, 386 (1996), or
 where the party opposing the prior judgment was neither a party to the action nor in
 privity with a party. See Richards v. Jefferson County, 116 S. Ct. 1761, 1766 (1996). There
 may also be an exception where estoppel of a government agency prevents nationally
 uniform regulation. See United States v. Stauffer Chem. Co., 464 U.S. 165, 174 (1984).
 None of these exceptions depends on the Article III status of the court, and none impairs
 the authority of Congress to give state judgments preclusive effect equal to federal
 judgments.

 150. 449 U.S. 90 (1980).
 151. 428 U.S. 465 (1976); see also Allen, 449 U.S. at 91.
 152. Allen, 449 U.S. at 91.

 153. Id. at 103 (emphasis added).
 154. See id. at 104-05.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 Liebman and Ryan attempt to distinguish the doctrine of Stone v.
 Powell from the new habeas rule of 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d) by emphasizing
 the nature of the exclusionary rule as a general deterrent rather than a
 personal constitutional right.155 This argument founders on the rocks of
 Allen v. McCurry. McCurry was not seeking to exclude evidence in his
 federal case. He was seeking compensation for the alleged violation of
 his personal constitutional rights under the Fourth Amendment. The
 federal court had jurisdiction, conferred by Congress, to hear that claim.
 Yet the case was decided not on the constitutional claim but rather on the

 basis of a statute that prescribed a rule of law giving preclusive effect to a
 prior state judgment on the federal constitutional question. Establishing
 such rules of law has always been understood to be within the legislative
 power conferred upon Congress.

 B. Qualified Preclusion: The Law of the Case

 Where the absolute bars of res judicata and collateral estoppel do
 not apply, a court is not necessarily required to redecide every previously
 decided question. In some circumstances, an intermediate rule of preclu-
 sion may apply. That is, there may be a rule that generally precludes
 reopening a decided question but allows reconsideration if the prior deci-
 sion is plainly wrong. The doctrine of the law of the case is such a rule.
 This doctrine is more flexible than res judicata.156 "As most commonly
 defined, the doctrine posits that when a court decides upon a rule of law,
 that decision should continue to govern the same issues in subsequent
 stages in the same case."157 This "doctrine applies as much to the deci-
 sions of a coordinate court in the same case as to a court's own deci-

 sions."s58 The most commonly quoted statement of the rule is from a
 Fifth Circuit opinion, White v. Murtha: the law of the case "must be fol-
 lowed ... unless the evidence on a subsequent trial was substantially dif-
 ferent, controlling authority has since made a contrary decision of the law
 applicable to such issues, or the decision was clearly erroneous and would
 work a manifest injustice."159

 155. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 880-81. See also infra notes 318-326 and
 accompanying text.

 156. See Arizona v. California, 460 U.S. 605, 618 (1983).
 157. Id.

 158. Christianson v. Colt Indus. Operating Corp., 486 U.S. 800, 816 (1988). Liebman
 and Ryan, supra note 9, at 882 n.884 assert that law of the case applies only to prior
 decisions of the same court. They are simply incorrect. A different aspect of the doctrine,
 not relevant here, requires a lower court on remand to apply the higher court's decision
 regardless of disagreement with it. See 18 James Wm. Moore et al., Moore's Federal
 Practice [ 134.23[2] (3d ed. 1997). Conversely, the law of the case does not preclude a
 higher court from reviewing the question de novo, even when a lower court correctly
 adhered to its earlier decision or the earlier decision of a coordinate court. See
 Christianson, 486 U.S. at 817.

 159. 377 F.2d 428, 431-32 (5th Cir. 1967).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 Christianson v. Colt Industries is the Supreme Court's most recent dis-
 cussion of the doctrine in any detail. In that case, the parties had been
 caught in a "game of jurisdictional ping-pong,"160 as the Seventh Circuit
 and Federal Circuit each insisted the other had jurisdiction and trans-
 ferred the case back and forth.161 The courts of appeals should avoid this
 situation "by adhering strictly to principles of law of the case."162 Once
 the first court rules that it has no jurisdiction and issues a transfer order,
 "if the transferee court can find the transfer decision plausible, its jurisdic-
 tional inquiry is at an end."'63 Thus, the law of the case doctrine, unlike
 res judicata, does allow for a quantitative measure of disagreement with
 the earlier opinion. The second court may conclude that the first court's
 decision was clearly right, clearly wrong, or in the "gray zone" where rea-
 sonable judges may differ. There are many close questions in law, "and
 close questions, by definition, never have clearly correct answers."164 In
 the gray zone, the doctrine of law of the case precludes redecision of the
 question.

 On collateral review of federal criminal convictions, the federal

 courts apply the law of the case doctrine, or something like it, to their
 prior decisions. Kaufman v. United States165 stated that federal courts rul-
 ing on motions under 28 U.S.C. § 2255166 had the discretion not to reo-
 pen previously decided questions. Davis v. United States167 reversed a de-
 nial of section 2255 relief, which had been based on law of the case, but
 only because the Court of Appeals had failed to apply the "change in the
 law" exception. In recent years, of course, Teague v. Lane168 has virtually
 shut down that exception, and section 2255 motions are rarely successful
 as devices for relitigating questions decided on appeal.169 According to
 Liebman and Hertz, "the general-albeit judge-made-rule in section
 2255 actions is that postconviction review of any sort is not needed or
 available as to claims previously rejected on their merits on direct
 review."170

 From 1953 to 1996, federal habeas courts have treated state prison-
 ers' claims differently. They have not treated the state appellate courts'

 160. Christianson, 486 U.S. at 818.
 161. See id. at 806-07.

 162. Id. at 819.

 163. Id. (emphasis added).
 164. Id.

 165. 394 U.S. 217, 227 n.8 (1969).

 166. This is the statutory "motion to vacate" that serves as a substitute for habeas
 corpus for federal prisoners. See United States v. Hayman, 342 U.S. 205, 219 (1952).

 167. 417 U.S. 333, 342 (1974).
 168. 489 U.S. 288, 316 (1989) (plurality).
 169. See Withrow v. Williams, 507 U.S. 680, 720-21 (1993) (Scalia, J., concurring in

 part and dissenting in part).
 170. 2 James S. Liebman & Randy Hertz, Federal Habeas Corpus Practice and

 Procedure § 41.7e (2d ed. 1994).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 decisions as the law of the case.171 That difference has been strictly a
 matter of statutory interpretation. "There is undoubtedly a difference in
 the way federal courts should treat post-conviction applications by state
 and federal prisoners. Brown v. Allen, [344 U.S. 443, 508], 73 S. Ct. 397
 (opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter) interprets 28 U.S.C. § 2241 as requiring
 federal courts to have the 'last say' with respect to questions of federal
 law."172 That dubious statutory interpretation is now moot, since
 Congress has enacted a rule on point.

 C. A Rule of Decision, Not Jurisdiction

 The Full Faith and Credit Act cases conclusively negate the central
 premise of Liebman and Ryan's argument, i.e., that Congress is limited to
 granting or withholdingjurisdiction, and that once jurisdiction is granted
 the federal court must treat as void any state decision contrary to its own
 view of the constitutional issues.173 They try to evade this contradiction
 by casting the Full Faith and Credit Act in jurisdictional terms. They re-
 fer to denying credit as a form of "review" and discuss whether the "judi-
 cial Power" "inherently confer[s] that federal jurisdiction."174 The fatal
 flaw in this attempt is that the Full Faith and Credit Act is not
 jurisdictional.

 A jurisdictional bar is one that prevents a court from deciding the
 case. Faced with a valid withdrawal of subject-matter jurisdiction, all a
 court can do is dismiss the case.175 The Full Faith and Credit Act, how-
 ever, is not a denial of power to decide the case.176

 Thus, a federal court confronted with a final state judgment that is
 res judicata does have jurisdiction and does decide the case. As in
 Montana v. United States, it decides the case according to the law of res
 judicata and the Full Faith and Credit Act and not according to its own
 view of the original question.177 The merits of that question are ren-

 171. Liebman and Ryan, supra note 9, at 882 n.884 mischaracterize my discussion of
 law of the case, asserting that I claim it as a precedent for federal court treatment of state
 decisions. As I state in the text, the doctrine has not been used that way to date. I discuss it
 as a doctrine analogous to the rule now adopted by Congress.

 172. Kaufman v. United States, 394 U.S. 217, 230 (1969) (emphasis added) (quoting
 Thornton v. United States, 368 F.2d 822, 831 (D.C. Cir. 1966) (Wright, J., dissenting)).

 173. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 771, 822.
 174. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 779 (emphasis omitted and added).
 175. See Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env't, 118 S. Ct. 1003, 1012 (1998); The

 Mayor v. Cooper, 73 U.S. (6 Wall.) 247, 250 (1868).
 176. See Thompson v. Thompson, 484 U.S. 174, 183 (1988). This case actually

 construes 28 U.S.C. § 1738A, but the Court indicates that section is "an addendum" to
 §1738 with "the same operative effect." Id.

 177. 440 U.S. 147 (1979), discussed at supra notes 143-147 and accompanying text. A
 judgment on resjudicata is itself resjudicata. That is, it binds the parties regarding the res
 judicata effect of the firstjudgment. See Parsons Steel, Inc. v. First Ala. Bank, 474 U.S. 518,
 525 (1986) (state courtjudgment on resjudicata effect of prior federal judgment entitled
 to full faith and credit in federal court).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 dered irrelevant by the combined effect of the final state judgment and
 the act of Congress requiring respect for that judgment.

 If Congress can enact such an "absolute" rule of preclusion for state
 judgments, is there any reason it could not enact a "qualified" one, analo-
 gous to law of the case? Even if there were an all-or-nothing rule for
 grants of jurisdiction,l78 that rule would have no application to congres-
 sional power over this nonjurisdictional rule of decision. Greater powers
 generally include lesser ones except, in Justice Brennan's phrase, when
 "exercise of the lesser power is more threatening to core [constitutional]
 values."179

 In this case, the greater power is to order a federal court with jurisdic-
 tion to enter a judgment denying relief based on a final state judgment,
 regardless of how clearly wrong that state judgment may be. Congress
 has exercised that power since 1789, and its legitimacy is beyond doubt.
 The lesser power is to direct the federal court to look at the final state
 court judgment and deny relief based on it if and only if that judgment
 lies within the realm of reasonable differences of judicial opinion, i.e., if
 it may well be correct. I see no constitutional value threatened by the
 lesser power that is not threatened to a far greater degree by the greater
 power, and Liebman and Ryan have stated none. The Full Faith and
 Credit Act cases thus affirmatively establish that Congress has the author-
 ity to specify the preclusive effect of state court judgments, and the power
 to specify absolute preclusion includes the power to specify qualified
 preclusion.

 III. LEGISLATIVE CONTROL OVER JURISDICTION AND REMEDIES

 As alternatives to the rule of preclusion approach in Part II, the new
 habeas reform could be considered as a limitation on the habeas remedy
 or as a restriction of habeas jurisdiction. The law of remedies and the law
 of jurisdiction should, ideally, be considered separate bodies of law, even
 though they are related. The two are often intermingled, though, and so
 I will consider them together in this Part. Included in this discussion are
 limitations on injunctive relief against state action, the narrow limitation
 on Congress's control of jurisdiction in United States v. Klein, the straight-
 forward principles of the Reynoldsville case, and the law of qualified immu-
 nity, which furnishes a strong precedent for the habeas reform law.

 A. Jurisdiction and Remedies

 Part of the reason for the confusion between jurisdiction and reme-
 dies is the historical jurisdiction of the old, separate courts of equity.
 Their jurisdiction was often defined in terms of whether the equitable

 178. But see infra notes 216-225 and accompanying text (discussing United States v.
 Klein).

 179. Perry Educators Ass'n v. Perry Local Ed. Ass'n, 460 U.S. 37, 62 (1983) (Brennan,
 J., dissenting); see also infra notes 461-463 and accompanying text.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 remedy was appropriate.180 Another reason is the tradition of the federal
 courts, dating back to Marbury v. Madison,181 to scrupulously observe the
 limits of their own jurisdiction. This tradition may cause Congress to
 reach for ajurisdictional limit when it wants to rein in the federal courts,
 even when a nonjurisdictional limit on a remedy would be more
 appropriate.182

 Strictly speaking, the law of jurisdiction governs whether a particular
 court can decide the case at all, while the law of remedies governs
 whether the particular remedy sought is appropriate for the injury al-
 leged. For example, in Marbury v. Madison, the writ of mandamus was the
 appropriate remedy for the Secretary of State's refusal to deliver a com-
 mission to a duly appointed justice of the peace, but the Supreme Court
 had no authority to issue it.l83 Conversely, in Ex parte Watkins, the
 Supreme Court had the authority to issue the writ of habeas corpus, but
 the writ was not an appropriate remedy for the correction of a final but
 allegedly erroneous judgment.184

 Whether Congress chooses to limit the courts through its control of
 jurisdiction or its control of remedies rarely matters, though, since
 Congress has nearly plenary control over both. Thus, when Congress re-
 moved jurisdiction from the federal courts to issue injunctions in labor
 disputes, the Supreme Court said there was "no question of the power of
 Congress thus to define and limit the jurisdiction of the inferior courts of
 the United States."185 Congressional control over remedies is similarly
 broad. As Professor Hart noted in his famous Dialogue, "Congress neces-
 sarily has a wide choice in the selection of remedies, and ... a complaint
 about action of this kind [closing off one remedy where others are avail-
 able] can rarely be of constitutional dimension."186

 In support of their all-or-nothing approach to these issues, Liebman
 and Ryan assert: "Congress may withhold jurisdiction. But it may not
 choose how much of the 'whole supreme law' an Article III court may
 apply to a case it has told the court to decide."'87 This is too sweeping a
 statement. Congress can limit its grant of jurisdiction or its authorization
 to provide a particular remedy to a defined category of cases. If Congress
 has decided not to authorize the remedy a plaintiff seeks for the kind of
 violation alleged, then that portion of the "whole supreme law" claimed
 to have been violated becomes irrelevant.

 180. See Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 404 & n.5 (1971)
 (Harlan, J., concurring).

 181. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
 182. See, e.g., 29 U.S.C. § 101 (1994) (Norris-LaGuardia Act, limit on labor

 injunctions stated in jurisdictional terms).
 183. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) at 173, 175-76.
 184. 28 U.S. (3 Pet.) 193, 201, 209 (1830); infra notes 280-292 and accompanying

 text.

 185. Lauf v. E.G. Shinner & Co., 303 U.S. 323, 330 (1938).
 186. Hart, supra note 22, at 1366.
 187. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 822.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 I said that Congress's authority over these areas was nearly plenary,
 because there are a few limits. In a few cases, a particular remedy may be
 required directly by the Constitution, such as just compensation for tak-
 ings.188 Federal habeas corpus for state prisoners is not constitutionally
 required,189 however, nor is habeas review of final judgments.l90 A sec-
 ond limit is that the criteria established by Congress for limiting a remedy
 cannot themselves violate the Constitution. For example, a law establish-
 ingjurisdiction or remedies for one race but not another would obviously
 be invalid.191 Aside from these restrictions, though, Congress has the au-
 thority to define the class of cases for which jurisdiction is conferred and
 particular remedies authorized according to its view of appropriate pol-
 icy. Historically, respect for state governments and for federalism has
 been a vital part of this policy.

 B. Limiting Injunctions Against State Action

 The oldest of the congressional restraints on remedies is the Anti-
 Injunction Act. Originally enacted in 1793,192 the current version reads
 as follows: "A court of the United States may not grant an injunction to
 stay proceedings in a State court except as expressly authorized by Act of
 Congress, or where necessary in aid of its jurisdiction, or to protect or
 effectuate its judgments."l93 The exceptions are large, to be sure. They
 include the bankruptcy laws,'94 the habeas corpus law,195 and, by implica-
 tion, the civil rights private action statute.196 Where no exception ap-
 plies, however, the Supreme Court has strictly enforced this statute: In
 Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co. v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the
 Court firmly rejected the claim "that the Act only establishes a 'principle
 of comity,' not a binding rule on the power of the federal courts."197

 In Atlantic Coast Line, the state court had issued an injunction against
 labor picketing. In another case involving the same union, the Supreme
 Court later held that there was a federal right to picket and overturned a

 188. See Hart & Wechsler, supra note 24, at 849. In the discriminatory tax cases, the
 Supreme Court has said that states must provide some remedy, but left them with wide
 latitude over the choice of remedy. See McKesson Corp. v. Division of Alcoholic Beverages
 and Tobacco, 496 U.S. 18, 39-41 (1990).

 189. See infra notes 299-303 and accompanying text.
 190. See infra notes 290-292 and accompanying text; see also Fallon & Meltzer, supra

 note 18, at 1813 ("History marks federal habeas corpus as constitutionally gratuitous as a
 means of postconviction review.").

 191. See Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 214 (1995) (equal
 protection component of Due Process Clause).

 192. See Act of March 2, 1793, § 5, 1 Stat. 334-35 (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C.
 § 2283 (1994)).

 193. 28 U.S.C. § 2283 (1994).
 194. See 11 U.S.C. § 362 (1994).
 195. See 28 U.S.C. § 2251 (1994); McFarland v. Scott, 512 U.S. 849 (1994).
 196. See 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1994); Mitchum v. Foster, 407 U.S. 225, 243 (1972)

 (finding section 1983 to be an exception to section 2283).
 197. 398 U.S. 281, 286 (1970).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 state court injunction. The state judge refused to dissolve the injunction
 in favor of Atlantic Coast Line, finding the other case distinguishable.
 Instead of appealing that decision, the union obtained a federal district
 court injunction against enforcement of the state injunction.198

 The Supreme Court reversed. The Court assumed for the sake of
 argument that the state court was wrong.199 If so, then the injunction
 wrongfully interfered with a federal right. That made no difference
 "even where the interference [was] unmistakably clear."200 The "lower
 federal courts possess no power whatever to sit in direct review of state
 court decisions."201 The remedy was appellate review through the state
 system and ultimately by the Supreme Court.202 This was so even though
 the labor dispute otherwise fell within the district court's jurisdiction.203

 Significantly, the Supreme Court review referred to in Atlantic Coast
 Line was the discretionary writ of certiorari and not the mandatory ap-
 peal. At this point, the Supreme Court's mandatory jurisdiction over
 state cases was limited to those involving the constitutionality of stat-
 utes.204 Even if we assume, for the sake of argument, that for every viola-
 tion of a right there must be a remedy,205 and even if we make the much
 larger assumption that review at some point by an Article III court is re-
 quired,206 it is evident from Atlantic Coast Line that discretionary review of
 state decisions on certiorari by the Supreme Court is sufficient to fulfill
 whatever such requirement may exist. Under the Anti-Injunction Act, as
 interpreted and enforced in Atlantic Coast Line, the only federal court
 remedy for the allegedly improper state injunction lay in the discretion-
 ary jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.

 This point is further reinforced in the state tax cases. Access to fed-
 eral courts by persons who wish to challenge unconstitutional state taxes
 is virtually nil. Under the Tax Injunction Act of 1937, "[t]he district
 courts shall not enjoin, suspend or restrain the assessment, levy or collec-
 tion of any tax under State law where a plain, speedy and efficient remedy
 may be had in the courts of such State."207 The requirement of a "plain,
 speedy and efficient remedy" is stringently construed against federal in-

 198. See id. at 283-84.

 199. See id. at 291 n.5.

 200. Id. at 294.
 201. Id. at 296.
 202. See id.

 203. See id. at 294.

 204. See 28 U.S.C. § 1257(2), (3) (1982) (current version at 28 U.S.C. § 1257 (1994));
 Brotherhood of R.R. Trainmen v. Jacksonville Terminal Co., 394 U.S. 369, 372 (1969)
 (similar case, taken on certiorari, not appeal).

 205. But see Fallon & Meltzer, supra note 18, at 1786 ("But the existence of
 constitutional rights without individually effective remedies is a fact of our legal
 tradition ... ").

 206. But see Hart & Wechsler, supra note 24, at 372-73 (noting Indian Civil Rights
 Act, enforced only in tribal courts, as an example of a federal right with no Article III court
 enforcement).

 207. 28 U.S.C. § 1341 (1994).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 tervention.208 It is sufficient that the state proceeding is procedurally ad-
 equate. This statute also bars declaratory relief.209 Damage actions are
 barred either by comity210 or by the Eleventh Amendment. This combi-
 nation leaves the lower federal courts nearly powerless against unconstitu-
 tional state taxes. A state court action with discretionary certiorari review
 in the Supreme Court is the only path available. Since only a small per-
 centage of certiorari petitions are granted,211 for most taxpayers the state
 court review is the only review.

 The Tax Injunction Act is considered a limitation on the jurisdiction
 of federal courts, even though it does not use the word 'jurisdiction."212
 The Anti-Injunction Act, on the other hand, is notjurisdictional. It does
 not forbid the district court to decide the case; it establishes a rule of law
 by which the case is to be decided.213 Where the Act applies, it requires a
 decision to deny relief. Congress has the power both to limit jurisdiction
 and to prescribe the law of remedies in cases within the federal courts'
 jurisdiction. Either way, these limits are constitutional.214 To the extent
 that Liebman and Ryan's "remedial manipulation" argument implies that
 Congress cannot confer jurisdiction on the lower federal courts yet forbid
 the only effective remedy they could grant,215 that implication is contrary
 to the well-established law of the Anti-Injunction Act.

 If Congress can preclude a federal remedy based on the existence
 and procedural adequacy of a state remedy, regardless of the outcome of
 the state proceeding, is there any logical reason why it cannot make a less
 preclusive rule, which requires both the existence of a state remedy and a
 reasonable outcome? Such a contention is, in effect, a contention that
 the Constitution forbids compromise on this point and permits only the
 two extremes. Such a bizarre interpretation of the Constitution would
 require an exceptionally compelling justification. That justification can-
 not be found in the jurisdictional and remedial cases that Liebman and
 Ryan cite.

 208. See Rosewell v. La Salle Nat'l Bank, 450 U.S. 503, 527-28 (1981).

 209. See California v. Grace Brethren Church, 457 U.S. 393, 417 (1982).

 210. See Fair Assessment in Real Estate Ass'n v. McNary, 454 U.S. 100, 116 (1981).
 211. See Hart & Wechsler, supra note 24, at 120 (4th ed. Supp. 1997) (4.4% of paid

 cases and 0.3% of in forma pauperis cases in 1995 term).
 212. See Rosewell, 450 U.S. at 522; Arkansas v. Farm Credit Servs., 117 S. Ct. 1776, 1779

 (1997).

 213. See Smith v. Apple, 264 U.S. 274, 278-79 (1924). At the time of Smith, the
 Supreme Court had greater appellate jurisdiction overjurisdictional questions. Id. at 276.
 This presented the occasion for the Court to squarely decide whether the prohibition was
 jurisdictional, a distinction that rarely matters otherwise.

 214. If the constitutionality of 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1) did turn on whether it was a
 jurisdictional limitation or a rule of remedies, the courts would be obliged to give it
 whichever construction rendered it constitutional. See Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v.
 Florida Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 575 (1988).

 215. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 876.
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 C. Klein and Reynoldsville

 United States v. Klein216 is an odd case involving an exceedingly odd
 statute. It does not support the sweeping conclusion Liebman and Ryan
 draw from it, i.e., that courts must look at every constitutional question in
 cases before them and effectuate their decisions, and that Congress is
 powerless to narrow the focus.217 In Klein, Victor Wilson had committed
 treason during the Civil War, had his cotton confiscated by the Union
 Army and sold, and then qualified for President Lincoln's blanket par-
 don. Klein, administrator for the since-deceased Wilson, sued for the
 proceeds in the Court of Claims, a remedy created by Congress, and re-
 ceived a judgment. The government appealed to the Supreme Court,
 which, while the appeal was pending, approved relief in a similar case.
 Congress swiftly passed a statute requiring that in cases such as these, the
 case must be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction upon the presentation of
 the pardon.218

 The statute was arguably unconstitutional as a bill of attainder, an ex
 post facto law, a deprivation of property without due process, and a tak-
 ing of property without just compensation. Its most glaring defect,
 though, was its unconstitutional nullification of the presidential pardon
 in violation of Article II, Section 2. The statute deprived pardoned per-
 sons of their remedy to retrieve confiscated property, or its value, while
 leaving that remedy intact for all other persons. It thus effectively re-
 stored one of the distinctions between the legal rights of the innocent
 and those of the guilty-but-pardoned that it was the very purpose of the
 pardon to erase. "Its great and controlling purpose is to deny to pardons
 granted by the President the effect which this court had adjudged them
 to have."219 Since Congress has no power to negate a pardon, the par-
 doning power being vested solely in the Executive,220 the statute was
 unconstitutional.

 If Congress had abolished the remedy altogether for all people, abol-
 ishing the Court of Claims and requiring dismissal of all pending cases,
 the case would have been more like Ex parte McCardle, decided only three
 years before, where a similar statute had been upheld.221 As Liebman
 and Ryan point out, the Framers foresaw that political pressures would
 prevent such drastic action and wisely left such decisions to the political
 process.222 If Congress had limited the remedy based on some distinc-
 tion of policy within the power of Congress to make, that would also be
 constitutional. For example, the Federal Tort Claims Act excludes reme-

 216. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128 (1872).
 217. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 822.
 218. See 80 U.S. at 130-34.
 219. Id. at 145.

 220. See id. at 148; Hart & Wechsler, supra note 24, at 369 n.22, also read Klein as
 being based on an "invasion of executive power."

 221. 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 506 (1869).
 222. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 767, 816.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 dies for government torts committed overseas or in the military.223 The
 results are sometimes harsh,224 but they are within the policymaking pow-
 ers of Congress.

 In sharp contrast to Klein, there is nothing remotely invidious about
 distinguishing among claimants who seek to relitigate previously decided
 questions on the basis of whether the previous decision is quite possibly
 correct versus clearly wrong. Courts have been doing that for many years,
 without statutory direction, in applying the judge-made doctrine of the
 law of the case.225 Given that there is no constitutional prohibition
 against giving state court decisions preclusive effect in federal courts, it is
 well within the power of Congress to set a standard for denying or grant-
 ing a remedy against a state court decision on the basis of its fidelity or
 infidelity to the only federal precedents binding on state courts: those of
 the United States Supreme Court.

 Reynoldsville Casket Co. v. Hyde226 does not negate the authority of
 Congress over remedies. That case does not involve an act of Congress at
 all. Ohio had an unremarkable two-year statute of limitations on wrong-
 ful death suits, but it also had a tolling statute that effectively extended
 the deadline indefinitely for out-of-state defendants.227 The Supreme
 Court struck down the tolling statute as an impermissible burden on in-
 terstate commerce in Bendix Autolite Corp. v. Midwesco Enterprises, Inc.228
 The Ohio Supreme Court held that Bendix did not apply retroactively to
 oust Mrs. Hyde's wrongful death suit against Reynoldsville Casket Co.,
 which had been filed three years after the accident but ten months before
 Bendix.

 Liebman and Ryan claim that Reynoldsville is about a state court seek-
 ing "to neutralize the impact of the Article III court's interpretation of
 federal law by denying a remedy in similar cases that thereafter reach the
 courts."229 Actually, it is a straightforward application of two principles.
 First, the retroactivity of federal decisions is a federal question in state

 223. See Gutierrez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 420 (1995); Feres v. United
 States, 340 U.S. 135, 146 (1950).

 224. See, e.g., United States v. Johnson, 481 U.S. 681, 703 (1987) (Scalia, J.,
 dissenting) (decrying "unfairness and irrationality" of denying recovery to family of a
 military pilot killed by allegedly negligent civilian air traffic control when a civilian pilot's
 family could have recovered in identical circumstances); 1 Lester S. Jayson & Robert C.
 Longstreth, Handling Federal Tort Claims: Administrative and Judicial Remedies § 5A.02
 (1997).

 225. See supra notes 156-164 and accompanying text.
 226. 514 U.S. 749 (1995).
 227. See id. at 751.

 228. 486 U.S. 888, 894 (1988).
 229. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 837. Their use of the term "Article III court"

 once again glosses over the vital distinction between the Supreme Court and lower federal
 courts. In civil cases, at least, a state court may legitimately "neutralize" a lower federal
 court precedent simply by refusing to follow it and making its own independent
 interpretation of federal law, subject to Supreme Court review. See supra note 50 and
 accompanying text.
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 court cases. We have known that for some time.230 The actual holding of
 the Ohio Supreme Court in Reynoldsville, that Bendix was not retroac-
 tive,231 was clearly erroneous.232 Mrs. Hyde, not the Ohio Supreme
 Court, asked the United States Supreme Court to look at the issue as one
 of remedies, not retroactivity. In answering this contention, the Court
 acknowledged a second principle.233 A person claiming a constitutional
 violation may be barred from the remedy he or she seeks by some other,
 independent rule of law. Procedural default is such a rule. A person
 seeking to take advantage of a new rule may be barred by having missed a
 deadline to apply for it.234 The Reynoldsville Court also noted the "quali-
 fied immunity" cases, in which "a set of special federal policy considera-
 tions have led to the creation of a well-established, independent rule of
 law."235 That policy, of course, is entirely within the control of
 Congress.236

 Thus, Reynoldsville acknowledges that rules of law independent of the
 constitutional violation may preclude a remedy. Those rules are often
 created by the legislative authority, such as a requirement that taxes be
 paid under protest before suing for a refund,237 that a convicted person
 who wants a gun obtain a reversal of his allegedly invalid conviction first
 and not assert invalidity as a defense to his felon-in-possession charge,238
 or that personal liability of officials be limited to clear violations, as op-
 posed to borderline questions.239 Hyde's argument was rejected because
 no such rule existed in Ohio that would have precluded relief in this
 case.240 The only rule involved was the retroactivity of a federal prece-
 dent, which is a federal question. If Congress had enacted a grace period
 for litigants who had relied on pre-Bendix law, such a statute would proba-

 230. See, e.g., Powell v. Nevada, 511 U.S. 79, 84 (1994) (state criminal direct appeal);
 Harper v. Virginia Dept. of Taxation, 509 U.S. 86, 97 (1993) (state civil case); Yates v.
 Aiken, 484 U.S. 211, 214-15 (1988) (state habeas corpus).

 231. 514 U.S. at 753.

 232. See id. at 752.

 233. Another point, not pertinent here, is that in some cases the state may "fix" the
 constitutional violation in a way that does not benefit the complaining party. Where the
 complaint is discriminatory treatment, the state may respond by treating everyone equally
 badly. See id. at 755. Of course, political pressures will typically prevent such a response.
 But see Heckler v. Mathews, 465 U.S. 728, 740 (1984) (provision that if discriminatory
 benefits were struck down, benefits would be lowered for women rather than raised for
 men); id. at 737 (claim that this would "thwart the jurisdiction and remedial power of the
 federal courts" rejected).

 234. See Reynoldsville, 514 U.S. at 757-58.
 235. Id. at 758.

 236. See infra Part III.D.

 237. See McKesson Corp. v. Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco, 496 U.S.
 18, 45 (1990).

 238. See Lewis v. United States, 445 U.S. 55, 64-65 (1980).
 239. See infra note 242-48 and accompanying text.
 240. See Reynoldsville, 514 U.S. at 759.
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 HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 bly be upheld, even if it did "neutralize the impact of an Article III court's
 interpretation of federal law."241

 D. Qualified Immunity

 As Reynoldsville acknowledged, qualified immunity is an independent
 limitation that can preclude a remedy despite a constitutional violation.
 When a state or local official is sued for damages for a constitutional vio-
 lation under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the official will be held immune and dam-
 ages will be denied unless the plaintiffs right was "clearly established."
 This requirement refers not only to the right in the abstract, but also to
 the question of whether the right was violated in the particular circum-
 stances of the case. In other words, it extends not only to questions of
 pure law, but also to mixed questions of law and fact. This distinction
 makes qualified immunity closely analogous to the new habeas reform.
 Like 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1), qualified immunity denies a remedy not
 only when the state actor failed to anticipate a change in the legal stan-
 dard, but also when it was not apparent that the existing legal standard,
 applied to the facts of the case, would have made the state actor's con-
 duct illegal.242

 Anderson v. Creighton243 illustrates this point nicely. FBI Agent
 Anderson searched the home of the Creighton family without a war-
 rant.244 The rule was clearly established that such a search requires prob-
 able cause and exigent circumstances, and the Court of Appeals reversed
 a summaryjudgment for Anderson on the ground that the facts establish-
 ing probable cause and exigent circumstances could not be resolved on
 summaryjudgment.245 The Supreme Court reversed again, holding that
 Anderson must be permitted to argue that he could have reasonably be-
 lieved that the information he possessed amounted to probable cause
 and exigent circumstances.246 It was not enough that the rule was clearly
 established; it must have been clear that the officer's act under the cir-
 cumstances, i.e., the application of the rule to the case-specific facts, was
 illegal before immunity will be denied.247

 Significantly, the Supreme Court had no quarrel with the Court of
 Appeals' holding that the Creightons' contention that their Fourth
 Amendment rights had been violated could not be resolved on summary
 judgment. Even so, summaryjudgment could still be available because, if
 qualified immunity applies, the case can be decided without answering the

 241. Cf. Heckler v. Mathews, 465 U.S. 728, 750-51 (1984) (unanimous) (upholding
 statute temporarily reviving invalidated gender-based classification on retirement benefits
 to protect reliance of retirees).

 242. See infra note 423 and accompanying text.
 243. 483 U.S. 635 (1987).
 244. See id. at 637.
 245. See id. at 637-38, 640.
 246. See id. at 640-41.

 247. See id. at 640.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 Fourth Amendment question. If Anderson could reasonably have believed
 his search was legal, the case is over, and the question of whether it really
 was will never be answered. To use Chief Justice Marshall's "ocular meta-
 phor,"248 the court need not, and should not, "look" into a constitutional
 question if the plaintiffs will not be entitled to the remedy they seek re-
 gardless of what the court "sees" there.249

 Liebman and Ryan attempt to distinguish qualified immunity from
 habeas corpus, at least in part, by saying it only cuts off one of several
 remedies rather than the only available remedy.250 They have it precisely
 backwards. Constitutional violations are often committed in circum-

 stances with little or no chance of recurrence to the individual plaintiff.
 In such cases, a prospective remedy would not only be worthless, but the
 plaintiff does not even have standing to seek it.251 As Justice Harlan
 noted in Bivens, for a person in this situation, "it is damages or noth-
 ing."252 Where qualified immunity applies, it is nothing. Federal habeas
 for state prisoners, by contrast, merely provides a different forum for the
 same relief available on direct appeal or state collateral review, both of
 which are reviewable on certiorari by the Supreme Court.253 To the ex-
 tent existence of another remedy is needed, that factor is present in a
 greater degree in habeas corpus, compared to qualified immunity. It is
 true, of course, that the time to invoke the alternate remedy has usually
 expired by the time the habeas petition is filed, but that fact is not of
 constitutional significance.254

 Recognizing this weakness, Liebman and Ryan concede that alter-
 nate remedies are "not the whole answer" and move to a fallback posi-
 tion.255 They contend that an action by a police officer does not make
 "law" while the decision of a state judge does, and that this distinction
 makes a difference in the obligation of the federal court to grant effective
 relief.256 This contorted bit of rationalization fails at its premise-that a
 federal court with jurisdiction must grant relief any time it is faced with

 248. See infra notes 284-285 and accompanying text.
 249. See infra notes 285 and accompanying text. Anderson was a federal officer case,

 involving the judge-made remedy of Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau
 of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), rather than the congressionally created remedy of 42
 U.S.C. § 1983 (1994). Even so, the same rules apply to both kinds of suits, see Harlow v.
 Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 n.30 (1982), and it is clear that this body of law is subject to
 Congressional control. See Buckley v. Fitzsimmons, 509 U.S. 259, 268 (1993); Malley v.
 Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 342 (1986).

 250. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 858.
 251. See City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 105 (1983).
 252. 403 U.S. at 410 (Harlan, J., concurring in the judgment).
 253. See supra note 23 and accompanying text.
 254. See Lewis v. United States, 445 U.S. 55, 67 (1980) (validity of prior conviction

 could have been attacked before possessing gun, but not after); Yakus v. United States, 321
 U.S. 414, 444-45 (1944) (validity of regulation could have been attacked before violating
 it, but not after).

 255. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 858-59.
 256. See id. at 859-61.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 an incorrect state court decision. There are contrary examples in both
 civil and criminal cases. Under the res judicata cases, final state court
 judgments stand, regardless of correctness, in civil cases.257 In a criminal
 case, if a state court decides that a federal constitutional error is harmless
 beyond a reasonable doubt, it affirms the conviction,258 making "law" on
 that point within the sense Liebman and Ryan use that term. On federal
 habeas, though, the standard is whether the error substantially influ-
 enced the verdict.259 If the habeas court concludes that the harmfulness

 of the error lies in the zone between these two standards, it denies relief
 even though it believes the state court erred and that the error deter-
 mined the outcome.

 The qualified immunity cases establish that Congress may constitu-
 tionally extend a remedy to cases of clear violations while denying that
 remedy in cases where competent, conscientious officials believed that
 they were complying with the Constitution.260 The fact that no other
 remedy presently exists that will provide effective relief does not alter that
 conclusion. Nor does it matter whether the officials are performing a
 lawmaking function or non-lawmaking function.261

 Other examples of remedy limitation could be given,262 but these
 are sufficient to make the point. Congress can limit the remedies it cre-
 ates to those situations where it believes the cost is worth the benefit, so
 long as it does not transcend other constitutional prohibitions in doing
 so. Extending the drastic remedy of collateral attacks on final judgments
 to those judgments that are clearly wrong while denying it for those that
 may be correct is well within the policymaking power.

 IV. HABEAS CORPUS IN HISTORY AND PRACTICE

 Discussions of habeas corpus are replete with myths. To refute a few
 of these, and put the present issue in context, I will outline a few perti-
 nent features of the history of habeas corpus. Following this is a discus-
 sion of some of the recent court-created limitations of the remedy to
 show that federal courts deny relief without examining the so-called "mer-

 257. See Part II.A. supra.
 258. See Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 24 (1967).
 259. See Brecht v. Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 639 (1993).
 260. The Supreme Court has made the test objective-what the officer could have

 believed-rather than subjective-what the officer did believe. See Behrens v. Pelletier,
 516 U.S. 299, 305-06 (1996). This distinction serves two purposes. It provides for more
 uniform recoveries, and avoids probing the minds of the officers.

 261. The lack of immunity for municipalities for "custom or policy" violations is based
 on the absence of the historical basis for such immunity, in contrast to the existence of
 such a history for the officers, not on the "lawmaking" nature of the violation. See Owen v.
 City of Independence, 445 U.S. 622, 638 (1980). The absolute immunity for local officials
 while performing a legislative function, see Bogan v. Scott-Harris, 118 S. Ct. 966, 973
 (1998), further refutes the notion that the "lawmaking" aspect of a function removes its
 immunity.

 262. See Hart & Wechsler, supra note 24, at 459-62, 867-70, 872-73.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 its" all the time, and that the new reform is a continuation of that trend.
 Finally, I discuss a few of the practical aspects of habeas corpus today to
 refute the notion that every grant of federal relief is necessarily the cor-
 rection of error and injustice-it is very often the opposite.

 A. The History of Habeas Corpus

 The history of habeas corpus has been vehemently debated and volu-
 minously written about, and there is neither need nor space for a com-
 plete historical review here.263 For this Response, I will emphasize only
 the historical cases most pertinent to Liebman and Ryan's contentions.

 The constitutional status of habeas corpus is a puzzle. The Rosetta
 Stone that unlocks the puzzle is the saga of a sticky-fingered minor
 Treasury official, Tobias Watkins. Professor Bator called his case "the
 great case,"264 and so it is. Properly understood, it answers several key
 questions. That understanding requires a bit of background.

 Professor Oaks's survey of early habeas corpus cases in state courts is
 a good place to begin.265 As applied to criminal cases,266 habeas corpus
 was a pretrial remedy. It was used to obtain release on bail or, less often,
 absolute release.267 After conviction, the writ was not available to attack
 judgments of courts of competentjurisdiction.268 Prior to 1850, this rule
 was so clear that the writ was rarely even sought for this purpose.269

 The second bit of background needed involves the unique jurisdic-
 tion of the Supreme Court. As every constitutional law student knows,
 the Supreme Court held in Marbury v. Madison that it could not issue a
 writ of mandamus to an executive officer, even if authorized by Congress,
 because the limit of original jurisdiction was set in the Constitution, and
 Congress could not expand it.270 This presented a problem four years
 later in Ex parte Bollman when two persons, committed by the circuit court
 for treason in the Aaron Burr plot, petitioned the Supreme Court for

 263. For a more complete history, see William Duker, A Constitutional History of
 Habeas Corpus (1980); Paul M. Bator, Finality in Criminal Law and Federal Habeas Corpus
 for State Prisoners, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 441 (1963); Clarke Forsythe, The Historical Origins of
 Broad Federal Habeas Review Reconsidered, 70 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1079 (1995); Dallin
 Oaks, Habeas Corpus in the States 1776-1865, 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 243 (1965) [hereinafter
 Oaks]; Dallin Oaks, Legal History in the High Court-Habeas Corpus, 64 Mich. L. Rev.
 451 (1966).

 264. Bator, supra note 263, at 466.
 265. See Oaks, supra note 263.
 266. The writ had other uses, not relevant here. See id. at 264-81 (civil commitment,

 illegal nonjudicial restraint, child custody, enlistment).
 267. See id. at 258.
 268. See id. at 261-62.

 269. See id. at 261 n.84. Professor Oaks saw "no explanation for the marked increase
 at this time." Id.

 270. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 180 (1803). But see Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at
 756 n.274 (making the remarkable suggestion that Marbury was wrongly decided on the
 merits).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 release on habeas.271 The petitioners sought pretrial habeas, as Professor
 Oaks notes was the norm.

 As he had in Marbury, Chief Justice Marshall carefully separated the
 question of the propriety of the remedy as a general matter from the
 court-specific question of whether the Supreme Court had jurisdiction to
 issue it. "If by the sound construction of the act of Congress, the power to
 award writs of habeas corpus in order to examine into the cause of commit-
 ment is given to this court, it remains to inquire, whether this be a case in
 which it ought to be granted."272 As in Marbury, the jurisdictional ques-
 tion had two parts: whether Congress had conferred the jurisdiction and
 whether it could.

 The Bollman Court expressly disclaimed any inherent habeas jurisdic-
 tion. If the Supreme Court, or any federal court, had such jurisdiction, it
 could only be because it was conferred by Congress.273 The Court found
 the jurisdiction in the Judiciary Act,274 and then moved on to the consti-
 tutional Marbury questions. The petition was original in form, asking for
 an order to an executive officer. Even so, the Court held, it was appellate
 in effect, seeking to negate the circuit court's commitment order. This
 was sufficiently "appellate" to avoid the Marbury problem,275 i.e., to fall
 within the Supreme Court's "appellate" jurisdiction under Article III.

 This brings us back to Watkins. Tobias Watkins was indicted for steal-
 ing treasury funds on several different occasions.276 The jury returned an
 incomplete verdict, and the court called a second jury, overruling Wat-
 kins's Fifth Amendment double jeopardy objection.277 Defense counsel
 also made a creative constitutional objection to the court's jurisdiction,
 based on Marbury. "Official misconduct cannot, in any case, be the sub-
 ject of criminal prosecution under our constitutions."278 The circuit
 court rejected this argument as well.279

 Undaunted and still creative, counsel applied to the Supreme Court
 for the then-novel remedy of postconviction habeas corpus.280 As in
 Marbury and Bollman, Chief Justice Marshall clearly and expressly distin-
 guished the question of jurisdiction to issue the writ from the propriety of
 issuing it. "No doubt exists respecting the power; the question is,

 271. 8 U.S. (4 Cranch) 75, 76, 125 (1807).
 272. Id. at 100 (emphasis added). The Court did not go into detail on the answer to

 the latter question, but merely referred to the arguments of counsel. See id.
 273. See id. at 93-94.
 274. See id. at 94-100.

 275. Id. at 100-01; but see id. at 106 (Johnson, J., dissenting).
 276. See United States v. Watkins, 28 F. Cas. 419, 422 (C.C.D.C. 1829) (No. 16,649).
 277. See id. at 478, 479, 482.
 278. Id. at 486 (citing Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 170 (1803)).
 279. See id. at 488.

 280. See Ex parte Watkins (Watkins I), 28 U.S. (3 Pet.) 193, 196 (1830); see id. at 199
 (noting argument of Attorney General that there was no such case in history of the
 Supreme Court). He could not appeal because the Supreme Court had no criminal
 appellate jurisdiction. See id. at 201.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 whether this be a case in which it ought to be exercised."28' In other
 words, thejurisdictional question had been settled in Bollman. The only
 question before the Court in Watkins was a remedial one. Is the writ re-
 quested a proper remedy for the injury claimed? Because neither the
 Constitution nor the statute said anything about when the writ should
 issue, the answer had to be found in traditional practice.282

 Answering the question "no," Marshall drew a clear, sharp line be-
 tween final judgments of courts of general jurisdiction and other grounds
 of commitment. "An imprisonment under a judgment cannot be unlaw-
 ful, unless that judgment be an absolute nullity; and it is not a nullity, if
 the court has general jurisdiction of the subject, although it should be
 erroneous."283 The Court thus refused to examine the "merits" of

 Watkins's claim. "Without looking into the indictments under which the
 prosecution against the petitioner was conducted, we are unanimously of
 the opinion, that the judgment of a court of general criminal jurisdiction
 justifies his imprisonment, and that the writ of habeas corpus ought not to
 be awarded."284

 This one sentence packs several implications highly relevant to the
 present debate. We see Marshall returning to his "ocular metaphor" but
 with the opposite result.285 Congress cannot forbid a court to "look" at
 the underlying constitutional question where the outcome of the case de-
 pends on it. However, where the law provides that the petitioner is not
 entitled to the remedy he seeks regardless of what the court "sees" there,
 then there is no need to "look."

 Second, the characteristic of the circuit court that made its judgment
 binding was not its status as an Article III court but rather its status as a
 court of general jurisdiction. Watkins distinguished the case of Wise v.
 Withers,286 in which the judgment of a court-martial was collaterally at-
 tacked and held to be void because the defendant was not in the militia.

 It would have been simple for Marshall to say that the court-martial was
 not an Article III court, but he did not. He distinguished Wise on the
 ground "that a court-martial was considered one of those inferior courts
 of limited jurisdiction, whose judgments may be questioned collater-
 ally."287 "Inferior court" in this sense does not mean a court lower than
 the court examining the judgment. It means a "court[ ] of special and
 limitedjurisdiction."288 Marshall discussed at length an earlier case refus-

 281. Id. at 201.

 282. See id. at 201-02.

 283. Id. at 203.

 284. Id. at 209 (emphasis added).
 285. Cf. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 814.
 286. 7 U.S. (3 Cranch) 331 (1806).
 287. 28 U.S. (3 Pet.) at 209.
 288. Id. at 205 (quoting Kempe's Lessee v. Kennedy, 9 U.S. (5 Cranch) 173, 185

 (1809)).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 ing to entertain a collateral attack on a state courtjudgment, because that
 court was not "inferior" in this sense.289

 Finality was also an essential element of the decision. Bollman and
 other pretrial cases were expressly distinguished on the ground that "[i]n
 no one of these cases was the prisoner confined under the judgment of a
 court."290 Any contention that Bollman's characterization of the writ as
 "appellate" for the purpose of the Marbury problem29' requires the
 habeas court to review the judgment as if it had regular appellate jurisdic-
 tion is conclusively refuted by Watkins.292

 Three years later, Watkins was back on another habeas petition. He
 had been sentenced to jail and to fines, done the jail time, and been
 imprisoned on writs of capias ad satisfaciendum when the fines were not
 paid.293 This time Justice Story wrote the opinion, and again he cleanly
 separated the Article III jurisdictional question from the remedial ques-
 tion of the scope of habeas corpus. On the jurisdictional point, Watkins II
 reaffirmed Bollman, and Justice Johnson reiterated his Bollman dissent.294

 Watkins claimed that the fine was excessive, in violation of the
 Eighth Amendment.295 Justice Story brushed this claim off in a single
 paragraph. Restating the holding of Watkins I, the fact that the Supreme
 Court had habeas jurisdiction did not authorize it to reconsider a point
 decided by the first court. The constitutional nature of the question
 made no difference.296

 In summary, then, Watkins I and Watkins II establish several impor-
 tant points. First, the denial of relief from the judgment was based on the
 extent of the habeas remedy and not the peculiar jurisdiction of the
 Supreme Court.297 Second, the reference to habeas corpus in the
 Constitution is to the writ as it was known at common law. Third, while
 the writ could be used to examine pretrial commitments that are not final
 judgments or to question the jurisdiction of special, limited courts (such
 as courts-martial), it was not available to collaterally attack the final judg-
 ment of a court of general jurisdiction. Stated another way, the judgment

 289. See id. at 203-06.

 290. Id. at 208.

 291. By the "Marbury problem," I mean the very limited original jurisdiction allowed
 to the Supreme Court in Article III.

 292. 28 U.S. (3 Pet.) at 209.
 293. See Ex parte Watkins, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 568, 571 (1833) [hereinafter Watkins II].
 294. See id. at 572-73; id. at 579-80 (Johnson, J., dissenting) ("This case presents two

 questions, one of jurisdiction; and the other on the right to relief, if we assume
 jurisdiction.").

 295. See id. at 573.

 296. The Court did release Watkins on a point of enforcement procedure that did not
 amount to an attack on the judgment. See id. at 578-79. He was out of jail for the
 moment, but he still owed the fine. See id. at 577 (noting enforcement procedures still
 available).

 297. Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 407 (1963) (overruled on other grounds in Coleman v.
 Thompson, 501 U.S. 722, 751 (1991)), is simply wrong on this point, as is Gary Peller, In
 Defense of Habeas Corpus Relitigation, 16 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 579, 611 (1982).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 of conviction was res judicata.298 Characterization of habeas jurisdiction
 as "appellate" for Article III purposes does not change this. As a corollary
 to the third point, there was no need for the habeas court to "look" at the
 underlying claim if it had already been resolved by a final judgment.

 Another vitally important point has to do with state prisoners. The
 First Congress had no problem deciding what to do about federal habeas
 for state prisoners. They simply, flatly prohibited it.299 Two years after
 Marbury, Justice Bushrod Washington groused about this statute but en-
 forced it nonetheless.300 As a member of the Marbury Court he could
 have had no doubt of his authority to strike down this statute if it violated
 the Suspension Clause.301 The constitutionality of the statute is clear
 from its uniform, unquestioning enforcement.302 Thus, the remedy of
 federal habeas corpus for state prisoners is not constitutionally required.
 It is entirely a creation of Congress and subject to Congress's broad pow-
 ers over remedies of its own creation.303

 We can fast-forward over much of the intervening history, since the
 heated debates over legislative intent in 1867, 1948, and 1966 are now
 moot. The Reconstruction Congress extended federal habeas corpus to
 provide relief "where any person may be restrained of his or her liberty in
 violation of the constitution, or of any treaty or law of the United
 States...."304 The most comprehensive examination of the legislative
 history concludes that its purpose was to enforce the Thirteenth
 Amendment and protect the freedmen, not to provide a review of convic-
 tions.305 Certainly there is no indication of an intent to abrogate
 Watkins.306

 Even so, the Supreme Court began considering as 'jurisdictional" is-
 sues on habeas that would have been barred under Watkins.307 Yet

 habeas was not coextensive with appeal. In re Wood rejected, as outside
 the scope of habeas, a constitutional jury discrimination claim that would

 298. It is sometimes loosely said that "res judicata did not apply to habeas corpus."
 That was true for the output of habeas, not the input. A denial of habeas was not res
 judicata in a successive petition. See McCleskey v. Zant, 499 U.S. 467, 479-80 (1991).
 Judgments from other proceedings, though, had as much res judicata effect in a habeas
 proceeding as they did in any other.

 299. See Judiciary Act of 1789, § 14, 1 Stat. 73, 81-82.
 300. See Ex parte Cabrera, 4 F. Cas. 964, 965-66 (C.C.D. Pa. 1805) (No. 2378).
 301. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 2.
 302. See United States v. French, 25 F. Cas. 1217, 1217 (C.C.D. N.H. 1812) (No.

 15,165); Ex parte Dorr, 44 U.S. (3 How.) 103, 105 (1845); see also supra notes 29-31 and
 accompanying text (early statutes uniformly enforced are necessarily constitutional).

 303. See supra Part III.
 304. Act of Feb. 5, 1867, ch. 28, § 1, 14 Stat. 385. The present version of this language

 is 28 U.S.C. § 2241(c) (3) (1994).
 305. See Forysthe, supra note 263, at 1108-17.
 306. See Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 452 (1963) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
 307. See, e.g., Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371, 376-77 (1879) (constitutionality of

 statute creating offense).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 have been considered on the merits on direct review.308 Wood did not

 turn on any distinction between fact, law, and mixed questions,309 but
 rather on the distinction between habeas corpus and direct review. Jus-
 tice Harlan's opinion expressly states that even if the facts alleged were
 true they would not entitle the petitioner to release on habeas,310 that the
 case involves "the construction of that instrument [the Constitution] and
 the determination of rights asserted under it,"311 and that the remedy for
 the accused was direct appeal, not habeas.312

 Eventually, though, in the 1940s the Supreme Court did extend
 habeas review to all constitutional claims.313 Yet de novo relitigation re-
 mained the exception rather than the rule. The rule, as of 1944, was this:
 "Where the state courts have considered and adjudicated the merits of
 [the petitioner's] contentions, and this Court has either reviewed or de-
 clined to review the state court's decision, a federal court will not ordinarily
 re-examine upon writ of habeas corpus the questions thus adjudicated."314

 Relitigation changed from the exception to the rule after the 1953
 case of Brown v. Allen.315 State judges were understandably enraged by
 the casual disregard of their considered judgments, and the Conference
 of Chief Justices called for legislative abrogation of the Brown rule.316 It
 took 43 years.

 B. Modern Limitations

 After many years of expansion, the Supreme Court began to retract
 the habeas remedy in the mid-1970s. These retractions were policy-based
 limitations on the availability of the habeas remedy. That is, the Supreme
 Court established by case law various rules under which the habeas court
 would refrain from granting relief, even though it had the jurisdiction to
 do so. These cases uniformly contradict the notion that conferral ofjuris-
 diction requires the federal court to nullify the state decision in every
 case where it disagrees with the state court's resolution of the federal
 question.317

 308. 140 U.S 278, 285-86 (1891); cf. Nealv. Delaware, 103 U.S. 370, 394 (1880) (same
 issue, reversed on the merits). Admittedly, there is a contrary statement in Hans Nielsen,
 Petitioner, 131 U.S. 176, 184-85 (1889) ("A party is entitled to habeas corpus not merely
 where the court is without jurisdiction of the cause, but where it has no constitutional
 authority or power to condemn the prisoner."). That statement is dictum, though, in
 contrast to the holding in Wood. See also Matter of Moran, 203 U.S. 96, 105 (1906)
 (Holmes, J.) (self-incrimination); In re Belt, 159 U.S. 95, 99-100 (1895) (jury trial).

 309. Cf. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 835-36 n.672.
 310. 140 U.S. at 285.
 311. Id. at 286.

 312. Id. at 287-88.

 313. See Bator, supra note 263, at 495.
 314. Ex parte Hawk, 321 U.S. 114, 118 (1944) (per curiam) (emphasis added).
 315. 344 U.S. 443 (1953).
 316. Report of the Habeas Corpus Comm. of the Conference of ChiefJustices (1954),

 reprinted in H.R. Rep. No. 1293, 85th Cong. 6-10.
 317. Cf. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 863-64.
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 Stone v. Powell318 was a major step in this direction. That case in-
 volved the use of habeas corpus to second-guess decisions on the exclu-
 sion of evidence claimed to have been obtained in violation of the Fourth

 Amendment. This use had been criticized by several eminent jurists, be-
 cause the issue had no bearing whatever on the accuracy of the guilt de-
 termination.319 The Court held "that where the State has provided an
 opportunity for full and fair litigation of a Fourth Amendment claim, a
 state prisoner may not be granted federal habeas corpus relief' on that
 claim.320 It is true, as Liebman and Ryan note, that the Court mentioned
 that the exclusionary rule "is not a personal constitutional right."321 The
 dispositive portion of the opinion, though, is on practical and not theo-
 retical grounds. It is straight cost-benefit analysis throughout, concluding
 that the cost of extending the habeas remedy to this type of claim exceeds
 the benefit.322

 Cost-benefit analysis is a policy determination. Courts can make pol-
 icy when Congress has not spoken, but Congress holds the trump cards.
 The fact that reexamination could be denied in a class of cases within the

 habeas jurisdiction means that there is no constitutional mandate to reex-
 amine all such claims. In Withrow v. Williams, the Court looked at the
 costs and benefits of reexamining Miranda claims and, by a single vote,
 found that the marginal costs were minimal.323 This "cost" aspect was,
 the Court said, the most important factor in the decision.324 Withrow v.
 Williams thus reaffirms that the question is one of policy and not constitu-
 tional mandate. For the present issue, Withrow's statement of the ques-
 tion is far more important than its answer. If the question is one of pol-
 icy, the answer is subject to revision by Congress.

 In addition, any attempt to distinguish Stone v. Powell on the basis of
 a lack of personal constitutional right is inconsistent with Liebman and
 Ryan's basic thesis. They do not proceed on a theory of effective reme-
 dies for individuals in every case, but rather on a theory that federal
 courts must "spot-check" state court "lawmaking" for structural rea-
 sons.325 That lawmaking function is every bit as important in the Fourth
 Amendment context as any other. Indeed, the whole premise of the ex-
 clusionary rule is that decisions excluding evidence will shape police be-

 318. 428 U.S. 465 (1976).

 319. See Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 266-67 (1973) (Powell, J.,
 concurring); Kaufman v. United States, 394 U.S. 217, 238 (1969) (Black,J., dissenting); id.
 at 242 (Harlan,J., dissenting); Friendly, supra note 73, at 161.

 320. Stone, 428 U.S. at 494 (footnote omitted).

 321. Id. at 486; see Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 879-880.
 322. See Stone, 428 U.S. at 489-95.

 323. 507 U.S. 680, 693-94 (1993). By marginal costs, I mean the additional costs
 beyond those that would be incurred anyway in adjudicating the straight involuntariness
 claim without Miranda.

 324. See id. at 693.

 325. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 703, 745-46, 860.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 havior.326 If federal review of the merits were mandatory whenever state
 courts engage in a lawmaking function, it would be mandatory in the
 Fourth Amendment cases. It is not mandatory, though, indicating
 Liebman and Ryan's premise is false.

 At about the same time as Stone v. Powell, the Court sharply revised
 the rules on procedural default. On direct review, the default rule is ju-
 risdictional. That is, if the state court rejects a claim because it was made
 too late under state rules of procedure, the judgment rests on an in-
 dependent state ground, and the Supreme Court has no jurisdiction to
 review it.327 This was once the rule on habeas as well, as the Court held
 in Daniels v. Allen.328 In 1963, however, the Supreme Court opened the
 floodgates and accepted every claim on habeas, unless the petitioner had
 "deliberately by-passed" state remedies.329

 In the 1970s, this rule was replaced with the "cause and prejudice"
 test. The defaulted claim would be rejected unless the petitioner showed
 cause for the default and resulting prejudice.330 Significantly, unlike the
 old Daniels rule and the direct review rule, this rule is notjurisdictional.
 It "is grounded in concerns of comity and federalism."331 It is, again, a
 policy choice regarding the scope of the habeas remedy.

 The procedural default rule applies to failures to appeal in time as
 well as failures to object at trial.332 It is not limited to cases where a state
 decision actually rests on grounds of default. It also applies when the
 defendant did not make the claim and would now be precluded if he
 returned to state court.333

 Suppose a defendant makes a Miranda objection at trial and is over-
 ruled. He fails to appeal in time, and instead files a federal habeas peti-
 tion. The federal court has jurisdiction. Under Liebman and Ryan's the-
 sis, it is required to "nullify" the state trial court's decision if it disagrees
 with it.334 If so, the court would have to grant relief. But it does not. It
 denies relief because of a rule limiting the scope of the habeas remedy.

 Finally, there is the most controversial of the modern judicial retrac-
 tions of the habeas remedy: the nonretroactivity rule of Teague v. Lane.335
 With two narrow exceptions, "[t]he nonretroactivity principle prevents a

 326. See Stone, 428 U.S. at 486.
 327. See Sochor v. Florida, 504 U.S. 527, 533-34 (1992).
 328. Decided with Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443, 455 (1953); see also Fay v. Noia, 372

 U.S. 391, 461-62 (1963) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (Daniels rule was "one of authority, not of
 discretion.").

 329. Fay, 372 U.S. at 438.
 330. See Wainwright v. Sykes, 433 U.S. 72, 87 (1977); Francis v. Henderson, 425 U.S.

 536, 542 (1976). A powerful showing of actual innocence will also open the door. See
 Murray v. Carrier, 477 U.S. 478, 495-96 (1986).

 331. Coleman v. Thompson, 501 U.S. 722, 730 (1991).
 332. See Murray, 477 U.S. at 490.
 333. See Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, 297-98 (1989).
 334. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 862-63.
 335. 489 U.S. 288 (1989).
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 federal court from granting habeas corpus relief to a state prisoner based
 on a rule announced after his conviction and sentence became final."336

 The rule we now call Teague was first proposed 20 years earlier. At a time
 when the Warren Court was rapidly creating new rules and just as rapidly
 declaring them nonretroactive,337 Justice Harlan declared, "'Retroactiv-
 ity' must be rethought."338 Justice Harlan thought it was unconscionable
 and contrary to the proper judicial function to pick one case to make a
 new rule, grant relief, and then deny relief to similarly situated defend-
 ants. If the courts extended relief in one case on direct appeal, they
 should extend relief to all similar cases on direct appeal.339

 Habeas, however, is different. Final and nonfinal cases are funda-
 mentally different, as the Supreme Court had recognized long before
 Desist340 and has reaffirmed long since.341 We need to ask why habeas
 corpus petitioners, virtually alone among litigants, are exempt from the
 rule of res judicata and limit this unique and drastic remedy to the cir-
 cumstances that truly warrant it.342 As Justice Harlan explained two years
 after Desist, "The relevant frame of reference ... is not the purpose of the
 new rule ... but instead the purposes for which the writ of habeas corpus
 is made available."343

 Liebman and Ryan agonize over whether Teague is a remedial limita-
 tion or a choice-of-law rule, as if the two were mutually exclusive, and
 conclude the Court has been inconsistent.344 In truth, the rule has been
 a limitation on the habeas remedy from its conception to the present,
 and there are no Supreme Court habeas cases inconsistent with this
 characterization.

 In Griffith v. Kentucky, the Supreme Court accepted the first half of
 Justice Harlan's thesis and eliminated "nonretroactivity" on direct re-
 view.345 Griffith was based on the Article III principle that courts can
 make rules only in the course of deciding cases,346 thus ruling out pure

 336. Caspari v. Bohlen, 510 U.S. 383, 389 (1994); id. at 390 ("two narrow
 exceptions").

 337. See Harper v. Virginia Dep't of Taxation, 509 U.S. 86, 108-09 (1993) (Scalia,J.,
 concurring) (connection between nonretroactivity and judicial activism).

 338. Desist v. United States, 394 U.S. 244, 258 (1969) (Harlan, J. dissenting).
 339. See id. at 258-59.

 340. See Ex parte Watkins, 28 U.S. (3 Pet.) 193, 208 (1829).
 341. See Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211, 227 (1995).
 342. Justice Brennan once declared: "Conventional notions of finality in litigation

 have no place where life or liberty is at stake and infringement of constitutional rights is
 alleged." Sanders v. United States, 373 U.S. 1, 8 (1963). Judge Friendly shot back that the
 "'policy against incarcerating or executing an innocent man' . . . shows only that
 'conventional notions of finality' should not have as much place in criminal as in civil
 litigation, not that they should have none." Friendly, supra note 73, at 150.

 343. Mackey v. United States, 401 U.S. 667, 682 (1971) (Harlan, J., concurring in the
 judgment.)

 344. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 855-57.
 345. 479 U.S. 314, 328 (1987).
 346. See id. at 322.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 "prospectivity," and the requirement to treat similarly situated defendants
 alike.347

 The other shoe dropped in Teague. The basis of the decision is
 clearly and expressly on the scope of the writ of habeas corpus.348 That
 is, the issue was defining the scope of the habeas remedy-the kinds of
 claims for which relief would be granted. The plurality then proceeded
 on a cost-benefit analysis of the same type as that used in Stone v. Powell,
 concluding in the general rule that "new constitutional rules of criminal
 procedure will not be applicable to those cases which have become final
 before the new rules are announced."349 A "case announces a new rule if

 the result was not dictated by precedent existing at the time the defend-
 ant's conviction became final."350

 The final aspect followed directly from Griffith. Because all habeas
 petitioners, like all direct appellants, must be treated alike, if the new rule
 will not apply to other petitioners it must not apply to the petitioner
 before the court.351 Furthermore, courts can make rules only in the con-
 text of deciding cases. Any announcement of a rule that did not apply to
 the case before the court would be an improper advisory opinion.
 Hence, new rules cannot be created on habeas.352

 The scope of the Teague rule was expanded, and the scope of habeas
 corpus further retracted, in Butler v. McKellar.353 Butler was arrested on
 one offense and invoked his right to counsel. Police then asked to speak
 to him about another offense. He received his Miranda warnings, signed
 a waiver, and voluntarily talked to the police without counsel.354 After
 the interrogation but before the conviction became final, the Supreme
 Court decided in Edwards v. Arizona that the police may not ask for a
 waiver after the arrestee invokes his rights.355 After Butler's conviction
 became final, the high court decided in Arizona v. Roberson that there was
 no exception to the Edwards rule for questioning on a different of-
 fense.356 In Butler, though, the Court affirmed the denial of relief. It was

 347. Id. at 323.

 348. See Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, 308 (1989); see also id. at 306 ("The relevant
 frame of reference . . . is . . . the purposes for which the writ of habeas corpus is made
 available.") (quoting Mackey, 401 U.S. at 682). This portion of the Teague opinion is a
 plurality, but it has been reaffirmed by majorities many times since. See, e.g., Sawyer v.
 Smith, 497 U.S. 227, 242 (1990).

 349. Teague, 489 U.S. at 310.
 350. Id. at 301.

 351. See id. at 315.

 352. See id. at 316. Justice Brennan took offense at the brevity of my brief on this last
 point. See id. at 330 (Brennan, J., dissenting). I saw no need to be long-winded. The
 conclusion follows clearly from the principles in Griffith.

 353. 494 U.S. 407 (1990).
 354. See id. at 409.

 355. 451 U.S. 477, 484-85 (1981).
 356. 486 U.S. 675, 682 (1988).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 sufficient that "the outcome in Roberson was susceptible to debate among
 reasonable minds."357

 After Butler, the Teague rule can be considered a choice-of-law rule
 only in a very strained and artificial sense of the term. The rule that the
 state courts, and, initially, the federal courts,358 applied was not the "cor-
 rect" law at any relevant time. The Supreme Court had made a rule in
 Edwards, and though competent jurists thought an exception should be
 made, the ultimate decision was not to create such an exception.

 Liebman and Ryan attempt to pound this square peg into the round
 hole of a choice-of-law rule by saying that Teague "impos[es] a choice of
 law in favor of the rule in effect when the public official or state court
 acted, and ... defin[es] that rule as the one that 'all reasonable actors'
 would have understood to be in effect at that time."359 The last clause

 undercuts their thesis. They would interpret Butler as requiring the
 habeas court to "choose" a variation of the Edwards rule that is narrower

 than Edwards is and had been the whole time. That would be contrary to
 the court's obligation to decide according to its best understanding of the
 law, whether at the time of the state court's decision or the time of the
 federal court's decision. Butler is better explained as based on the scope
 of the remedy. The remedy lies only for violations of a rule to the extent
 that the rule was clear on the day the judgment became final. A violation
 in the shadowy zone, illuminated later, is still a violation, but it is not the
 kind of violation for which this remedy is made available. The habeas
 court thus does decide the case according to its own bestjudgment on the
 controlling rule. The controlling rule, though, is the rule governing the
 scope of the remedy, not the issue at the root of the petitioner's com-
 plaint. As in Watkins, the court decides, "without looking" into that issue,
 that "the writ of habeas corpus ought not to be awarded."360

 The Court's decision in Wright v. West361 not to expand Teague into
 disputed applications of rules, as opposed to new rules, does not alter the
 nature of Teague as a limit on the remedy. Justice Kennedy's concurrence
 does indeed draw the distinction between questions of law and mixed
 questions that Liebman and Ryan discuss, but this distinction is in no way
 inconsistent with the character of Teague as a remedial limit. The Court,
 in defining the scope of the remedy, simply chose to keep debatable
 "mixed questions" within the scope.

 In short, Teague denies relief where the state court has reasonably
 interpreted existing Supreme Court precedents.362 Extending this prin-

 357. Butler, 494 U.S. at 415.
 358. See Butler v. Aiken, 846 F.2d 255, 259 (1988) (first decision, before Roberson).
 359. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 852. The purpose of this exercise is to

 distinguish Teague as different in kind from § 2254(d)(1). See id. at 879-80.
 360. See supra note 284 and accompanying text.
 361. 505 U.S. 277 (1992).
 362. The cases holding that relief can be granted merely because the state courts did

 not follow circuit precedent, see Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 868 & n.815, are wrongly
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 ciple to the application of precedents to specific facts is a change in de-
 gree and not in kind. Like Teague, it is a policy-based determination that
 the costs of extending the remedy to a defined class of cases exceeds the
 benefits of doing so. Given Congress's priority as the national poli-
 cymaker, the fact that the Supreme Court chose not to make this exten-
 sion in Wright v. West does not in any way preclude its acceptance of
 Congress's decision to make it. Justice O'Connor was thus perfectly con-
 sistent in saying that Congress should make this change, but the Supreme
 Court should not.363

 Properly understood, the Teague rule, like other limits on habeas
 corpus, is fully consistent with the requirements of independence and
 effectualness. A grant of habeas corpus jurisdiction authorizes a federal
 court to answer one and only one question: whether the petitioner is
 entitled to release. "The court does not review a judgment, but the law-
 fulness of the petitioner's custody simpliciter."364 Because the
 Constitution does not require postconviction review at all, the underlying
 constitutional claim does not of its own force answer the question of enti-
 tlement to release.

 The federal court independently decides the federal question of
 whether the underlying claim is one for which habeas relief can be
 granted. The answer may be negative because the claim is a Fourth
 Amendment claim fully and fairly litigated in the state courts,365 because
 it was procedurally defaulted,366 because it is a statutory claim which does
 not involve a "fundamental defect,"367 or because the petitioner seeks to
 invoke or create a "new rule."368 The court need not, and indeed should
 not, express an opinion, independent or otherwise, on the underlying
 claim in such a case. Where the remedy sought is not available for the
 injury alleged, any discussion of whether the underlying claim is valid
 would be an advisory opinion. That is why new rules cannot be made on

 decided. In determining whether a rule is dictated by precedent, the Supreme Court looks
 primarily to its own cases. See, e.g., Caspari v. Bohlen, 510 U.S. 383, 390-93 (1994)
 (surveying Supreme Court case law on the point). Then the Court looks to decisions of
 lower courts as a whole, both state and federal. "Constitutional law is not the exclusive
 province of the federal courts, and in the Teague analysis the reasonable views of state
 courts are entitled to consideration along with those of federal courts." Id. at 395. Indeed,
 how could a rule be "dictated" by a precedent the state court has no obligation to follow?
 See supra note 50 and accompanying text.

 363. Compare Sandra Day O'Connor, Local Control of Crime, Address to the
 Attorney General's Crime Summit, March 4, 1991, reprinted in Habeas Corpus Issues:
 Hearings before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Comm. or
 the Judiciary, 102d Cong. 354 (1992), with West, 505 U.S. at 305-06 (O'Connor, J.,
 concurring in the judgment).

 364. Coleman v. Thompson, 501 U.S. 722, 730 (1991).
 365. See supra notes 318-322 and accompanying text.
 366. See supra notes 330-334 and accompanying text.
 367. See Reed v. Farley, 512 U.S. 339, 354 n.13 (1994).
 368. See supra notes 335-357 and accompanying text.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 habeas.369 That is why the Teague question is a "threshold question in
 every habeas case" to be addressed before the underlying claim.370

 Having independently decided the only question properly before it,
 the habeas court then effectuates its decision on that question by enter-
 ing an order denying relief. This order, when final, is effective in that it
 leaves the prisoner in custody and sharply curtails the circumstances in
 which a second petition will be considered.371

 C. Practical Aspects of Federal Habeas

 Before getting to the new Act, it is important to make a few points on
 how habeas corpus works in practice. Within each system, federal and
 state, collateral review serves the important function of correcting consti-
 tutional defects which cannot be corrected on appeal. These include
 claims that require for their decision facts outside the appellate record,
 such as ineffective assistance of counsel.372 State habeas, or a substitute,
 for state prisoners and section 2255 motions for federal prisoners thus
 make significant but necessary intrusions on finality.

 Federal habeas for state prisoners is a horse of an entirely different
 color. It is, quite simply, an exercise in judge-shopping. Because only the
 defendant and not the state can file habeas, it creates a "heads I win, tails

 we take it over" system of review. If a state court errs in the prosecution's
 favor, the defendant can complain to the lower federal courts as well as
 the Supreme Court. If the state court errs in the defendant's favor, the
 Supreme Court's sparingly granted review is the only relief.373 The effect
 of this asymmetrical review is to increase the defendant's chances of pre-
 vailing on a marginal claim over what those chances would be in a unitary
 system. Suppose, hypothetically, that there is a marginal constitutional
 claim which 70% of all courts, state and federal, would reject and 30% in
 each system would accept. Assume further that the Supreme Court does
 not accept review of the issue until after the cases under consideration

 369. See supra notes 351-352 and accompanying text.
 370. Caspari v. Bohlen, 510 U.S. 383, 389 (1994). In many writings on this subject,

 the underlying claim is called "the merits." This is misleading. A decision on the grounds
 of Teague, Powell, or other limits on the remedy is a decision on the "merits" of the only
 question the habeas court has authority to answer: whether the petitioner is entitled to
 release or retrial.

 371. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 2244(b) (West Supp. 1997) (new standard); McCleskey v. Zant,
 499 U.S. 467, 493 (1991) (pre-Act standard).

 372. See, e.g., United States v. Galloway, 56 F.3d 1239, 1240 (10th Cir. 1995)
 ("Ineffective assistance of counsel claims should be brought in collateral proceedings, not
 on direct appeal. Such claims brought on appeal are presumptively dismissible, and
 virtually all will be dismissed.").

 373. Correction of state courts' overly expansive view of federal constitutional
 restrictions has made up a substantial part of the docket of the Rehnquist Court. See, e.g.,
 Florida v. Bostick, 501 U.S. 429 (1991) (reversing decision of Florida Supreme Court that
 sheriffs practice of searching buses was per se unconstitutional); California v. Brown, 479
 U.S. 538 (1987) (reversing decision of California Supreme Court that found jury
 instruction unconstitutional). Even so, the high court cannot correct all the errors.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 are completed. Out of 100 defendants nationwide, 30 prevail in the state
 courts, and their cases are over. The other 70 go to federal habeas, where
 21 (30% of 70) prevail. As a result, 51% of defendants have prevailed on
 the claim. In a similar sample of federal defendants, only 30% would
 have prevailed.

 One might argue that our system is intentionally tilted toward de-
 fendants, noting the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt and the
 principle that it is better for ten guilty to go free than for one innocent to
 be punished.374 That argument is valid on questions of guilt or inno-
 cence, but such questions are rarely implicated in federal habeas corpus.
 As Justice Stevens noted in Schlup v. Delo, habeas cases in which the peti-
 tioner has a claim of innocence by any standard are quite rare.375 The
 argument would also be valid on certain fundamental claims that have
 long been recognized as violations of due process or that have a powerful
 connection with the accurate determination of guilt.376 However, habeas
 corpus today typically involves hashing out the fine points of rules in-
 vented by the Supreme Court, unknown to the law before 1960, with little
 or no connection to the accurate determination of guilt. Typical cases
 involve the details of the Miranda rule,377 or the vast, complex, and "an-
 nually improvised"378 web of procedural rules for capital sentencing re-
 cently discovered in the Eighth Amendment, which was a purely substan-
 tive rule for the first 180 years after its enactment. For rules such as
 these, I see no reason to enhance the odds of reversal through a "heads I
 win, tails we take it over" system of review. An incorrect denial of a
 Miranda claim is no greater injustice than an incorrect grant of one.379

 Since the Supreme Court alone is, in Justice Jackson's memorable
 phrase, "infallible only because [it is] final,"380 any evaluation of a path of
 review without a Supreme Court ruling on the merits must consider the
 possibility that any one of the courts to rule on a disputed question may

 374. See 4 William Blackstone, Commentaries *359.
 375. 513 U.S. 298, 321 (1995).
 376. See, e.g., Rose v. Lundy, 455 U.S. 509, 543-44 (1982) (Stevens, J., dissenting)

 (proposing habeas be limited to fundamental claims).
 377. See Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966); see, e.g., Thompson v. Keohane,

 516 U.S. 99, 101-02 (1995) (clearly guilty defendant, clearly voluntary statement, dispute
 over marginal question of "custody").

 378. Morgan v. Illinois, 504 U.S. 719, 751 (1992) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
 379. Those who believe that pushing the frontiers of constitutional criminal

 procedure ever further from the original understanding and ever further in favor of
 defendants will, of course, disagree. My purpose here is not to convert the reader to my
 point of view, but only to illuminate the nature of the issue.

 380. Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443, 540 (1953) (Jackson, J., concurring in result).
 Stated more precisely, if less elegantly, since the correctness in the abstract of a ruling on a
 disputed point is always arguable, we must establish an "operational definition" of the
 "correct" answer as the one the Supreme Court will give when it finally addresses the
 question. This status for the Supreme Court's answer flows from its position as the court of
 last resort for federal questions. It does not, of course, mean that we must agree with any
 particular decision.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 be wrong. Arguments for broad habeas relitigation typically assume that
 any time the state and federal courts disagree, the federal court is neces-
 sarily right and the state court is necessarily wrong. That is demonstrably
 false. For example, in Dunn v. Simmons, the Sixth Circuit held that
 Kentucky's procedure for litigating the validity of prior convictions,381 es-
 tablished in the state supreme court's opinion in the same case,382 vio-
 lated "federal standards" based on an earlier Sixth Circuit precedent.
 The Kentucky procedure was, in fact, at least as generous to the defend-
 ant as procedures approved in every other circuit to consider the ques-
 tion.383 The Supreme Court denied certiorari in Dunn.384 When it an-
 swered the question years later, it held that the Kentucky procedure
 "easily passes constitutional muster."385 Regrettably, such flagrant errors
 by the federal courts of appeals are not uncommon. In Adamson v.
 Ricketts, the Ninth Circuit threw out Arizona's death penalty law because
 the judge rather than the jury made the finding of aggravating circum-
 stances that made a case "death-eligible."386 The Supreme Court, as it
 later held, had settled that question years earlier in the Florida cases, and
 the grounds on which the Ninth Circuit purported to distinguish the case
 were specious.387

 A persistent argument in favor of de novo review is that it is necessary
 to correct "egregious" errors by state courts. Yet if certiorari to the
 Supreme Court is insufficient to protect against such errors, as it clearly
 is, how will the public be protected against equally egregious errors by the
 federal courts of appeals? We can all agree that we want errors to be
 corrected, but the system of de novo review has all too often injected
 error where there had been none. Dunn and Adamson were correctly de-
 cided by the state courts and erroneously overturned by federal courts,
 and the errors were obvious on the day they were committed.

 The problem is particularly acute in capital cases. In 1995, I ex-
 amined the capital punishment issues on which the Ninth Circuit had
 disagreed with the supreme courts of the states that comprise it in the
 period since the restoration of capital punishment. There were thirteen
 such issues subsequently resolved by the Supreme Court. The Ninth
 Circuit was wrong and the state courts were right on twelve of the
 thirteen.388

 381. 877 F.2d 1275, 1277 (6th Cir. 1989).
 382. See Dunn v. Commonwealth, 703 S.W.2d 874, 876 (Ky. 1985).
 383. See Brief Amicus Curiae of the Criminal Justice Legal Foundation in Support of

 Petitioner at 11-16 (collecting cases), Parke v. Raley, 506 U.S. 20 (1992) (No. 91-719).
 384. Simmons v. Dunn, 494 U.S. 1061, 1061 (1990).
 385. Parke, 506 U.S. at 28.
 386. 865 F.2d 1011, 1026, 1029 (9th Cir. 1988) (en banc).
 387. See Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 647-48 (1990).
 388. See Kent S. Scheidegger, Overdue Process: A Study of Federal Habeas Corpus in

 Capital Cases and a Proposal for Reform at A-ll (1995) (available from the Criminal
 Justice Legal Foundation). This statistic should not be confused with an entirely different
 criticism of the Ninth Circuit, based on its "reversal rate." That criticism is partially
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 This is not to say that federal courts are uniformly bad or that state
 courts are invariably better. Unlike the opposition, I make no such gen-
 eralizations. There are, in both systems, a majority of judges who both
 can and will faithfully apply the law, both enacted and decisional, to de-
 cide the case. Unfortunately, both systems also include some judges who
 allow their decisions to be swayed either by public opinion or by their
 personal opinions. Those opinions run particularly strong on capital
 punishment.

 There has been much breast-beating over the statistic that 40% of
 state death row inmates are granted federal habeas relief.389 As I have
 shown elsewhere, this figure has dropped off dramatically with time. As
 of the mid-1990s, it was down to about 15%.390 Excluding the often-
 wrong Ninth Circuit, it is down to 8%.391 The main reason the rate was
 initially high was that continual changes in the law imposed an impossible
 task on state judges. They had to predict where the Supreme Court's
 "annually improvised" jurisprudence would turn next, and their predic-
 tions were often wrong. Now that the pace of change has slowed, the rate
 has dropped.392 As the Supreme Court resolves more questions, there is
 less room for differences of interpretation. The remaining grants reflect,
 to a large extent, simple disagreement on unsettled questions or close
 calls in the application of vague rules, such as are inevitable in a complex
 area of law.

 The argument is often made that the greater independence pos-
 sessed by federal judges because of life tenure makes for a higher quality
 of judging and hence a more reliable result. On this theory, we are to
 assume that, despite an occasional lapse, the lower federal courts are
 right much more often than the state courts. This argument overlooks
 the need to balance judicial independence with judicial responsibility.
 Consider, for example, a case where the legislature has made a policy
 decision and that decision is challenged as unconstitutional. There are
 two reasons, relevant to the life tenure issue, why a judge might decide
 the constitutional issue contrary to what the Constitution actually re-
 quires. A judge might feel political pressure to uphold an unconstitu-
 tional statute, or the judge might feel inclined to strike down a constitu-
 tional statute out of personal disagreement with the legislature's policy

 answered by the small percentage of cases in which certiorari is granted. The number in
 this study includes review of state opinions as well as Ninth Circuit opinions and does not
 suffer that flaw.

 389. See, e.g., Habeas Corpus Issues, supra note 363, at 354 (statement of Larry W.
 Yackle).

 390. See Victor E. Flango, Habeas Corpus in State and Federal Courts 88 (1994)
 (study by the National Center for State Courts); Scheidegger, supra note 388, at A-5.

 391. See Scheidegger, supra note 388, at A-5.
 392. See id. at A-13.
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 choice.393 Both results are equally wrong and equally violate the judge's
 constitutional responsibility. Life tenure gives judges greater freedom to
 resist political pressure, but it also gives those so inclined greater freedom
 to engraft their personal opinions onto the Constitution and declare
 them to be the supreme law. Every serious student of judicial history
 must agree that there are many instances in which the courts have, in-
 deed, exercised will instead of judgment.394 The era of Lochner v. New
 York395 is the most commonly cited example. A more recent example is
 the Adamson decision discussed above.396 An observer of the judicial
 scene today could very well conclude that overreaching courts present as
 great a danger to the Constitution as overreaching legislatures.

 Despite all the huffing and puffing about "structurally superior"
 courts397 then, it is by no means certain that a grant of federal habeas
 corpus is a correction of error rather than an injection of error. Layers of
 review have diminishing returns. The most egregious errors tend to be
 caught in the first review, and subsequent layers tend to be filled with
 disagreements about debatable questions. The point at which additional
 review is no longer producing a sufficient net increase in accuracy to jus-
 tify its cost and delay is a policy question, and policy questions belong to
 Congress.

 The greatest benefits in federal habeas come when the federal court
 overturns a clearly wrong state decision. The greatest costs come when
 the federal courts erroneously overturn correct decisions and when they
 get bogged down for years redeciding close questions. An optimum sys-
 tem would preserve the greatest benefit while avoiding the greatest cost.
 I have long advocated a middle ground of preclusion as the optimum.398
 We should return to the rule as stated in Ex parte Hawk, that relitigation is
 the exception and not the rule.399 With the enactment of the
 Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Congress has
 come to the same conclusion.

 393. Other reasons include simple disagreement as to what the Constitution or case
 actually requires, lack of competence, or even corruption. None of these is relevant to the
 life tenure question.

 394. Cf. The Federalist No. 78, at 469 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed.,
 1961).

 395. 198 U.S. 45 (1905).

 396. See supra note 386 and accompanying text.
 397. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 741.
 398. See supra note 314 and accompanying text; see also Scheidegger, supra note

 388, at 40 (proposing a middle ground for most claims but retaining de novo
 reconsideration and waiving procedural default for fundamental claims); Kent S.
 Scheidegger, Rethinking Habeas Corpus 22 (1989), reprinted in Habeas Corpus Issues,
 supra note 363, at 212, 237 (1992) (proposing law of the case).

 399. See supra note 314 and accompanying text.
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 V. CONGRESS'S REJECTION OF BROWN V. ALLEN

 The "bottom line" of this Response is the constitutionality of the key
 element of the 1996 reform of habeas corpus: 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1).
 Parts I through III discussed constitutional principles of the federal struc-
 ture and of Congress's control of remedies, jurisdiction, and the preclu-
 sive effect of prior judgments. Part IV discussed the background of
 habeas corpus and existing limitations on that remedy. One more ele-
 ment is needed before reaching the "bottom line." Before we can ask
 whether Congress had the power to enact the statute, we must determine
 what the statute means. This Part, therefore, is an exercise in statutory
 construction. I will return to the constitutional question in Part VI.

 In floor debates in both houses, the new habeas standard of 28
 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1) was called a "deference" standard by every member
 who spoke on the question, opponents as well as supporters.400 The
 Seventh Circuit seemed uncomfortable with this word in Lindh v.

 Murphy.401 Yet that opinion then goes on to hold that, at least in the
 context of the case, "a 'reasonable' decision by the state court must be
 honored,"402 which is exactly what the proponents meant by "defer-
 ence."403 The substance is more important than the label.

 In interpreting a statute, the text is, of course, paramount. "[A]
 committee of Congress cannot take language that could only cover 'flies'
 or 'mosquitos,' and tell the courts that it really covers 'ducks.' "404 How-
 ever, legislative history can be used, to the extent it does not contradict
 the text, "in a good-faith effort to discern legislative intent."405 The stan-
 dard actually adopted by Congress has a fairly sparse legislative history,
 because it emerged rather late in the habeas debate. Earlier proposals
 typically sought to apply the "full and fair" standard of Stone v. Powell,406
 across the board.407 The Stone standard makes "the correctness of the
 state court resolution . . . irrelevant."408

 The best legislative history we have for this provision lies in the
 Senate debate on two proposed amendments. Senator Kyl proposed lan-
 guage similar to the District of Columbia statute at issue in Swain v.

 400. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7835 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Lott, in
 favor); id. at S7838 (statement of Sen. Cohen, opposed); id. at S7841 (statement of Sen.
 Biden, opposed); id. at S7847 (statement of Sen. Specter, in favor); id. at S7848 (statement
 of Sen. Hatch, in favor); 142 Cong. Rec. H2182 (daily ed. Mar. 13, 1996) (statement of
 Rep. Hyde, in favor); id. at H2183 (statement of Rep. McCollum, in favor); 142 Cong. Rec.
 H2248 (daily ed. Mar. 14, 1996) (statement of Rep. Chenoweth, opposed).

 401. 96 F.3d 856, 868 (7th Cir. 1996), rev'd on other grounds, 117 S. Ct. 2059 (1997).
 402. Id. at 871.

 403. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7848 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Hatch).
 404. Wisconsin Pub. Intervenor v. Mortier, 501 U.S. 597, 611 n.4 (1991).
 405. Id. at 612 n.4.

 406. 428 U.S. 465, 494-95 (1976).
 407. See, e.g., S. 8, 103d Cong. § 205 (1993).
 408. Siripongs v. Calderon, 35 F.3d 1308, 1321 (9th Cir. 1994).
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 946  COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW  [Vol. 98:888

 Pressley.409 This amendment would have largely eliminated federal
 habeas corpus as a postconviction review for state prisoners.410 Senator
 Biden proposed to "strike[ ] the deference rule and allow[ ] the current
 practice of independent review,"411 i.e., Brown v. Allen. The Senate re-
 jected both amendments,412 and adopted the current standard as a
 compromise.413

 Senator Biden offered a clause-by-clause analysis of the deference
 standard, while arguing against it.414 Disregarding the opinions ex-
 pressed on the wisdom of the change and simply looking at his assess-
 ment of the structure of the subsection, that assessment is substantially
 correct. I will follow a similar path in my analysis.

 A. The General Rule: No Relitigation

 The main body of 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d) states, "An application for a
 writ of habeas corpus on behalf of a person in custody pursuant to ajudg-
 ment of a State court shall not be granted with respect to any claim that
 was adjudicated on the merits in State court proceedings unless ...." As
 Senator Biden explained, "The general principle in this language in the
 Hatch bill is that Federal courts shall not grant a claim that was adjudi-
 cated in State court proceedings. That is what is at the top."415

 Up to this point, Senator Biden is correct. He then goes on to state,
 "this is directly contrary to the purpose of habeas corpus ... .416 In
 reality, this is simply a return to pre-Brown law. The normal procedure
 was then (and is again now) to refuse to "re-examine upon writ of habeas
 corpus the questions thus adjudicated."417 Relitigation is the exception.

 B. "Clearly Established"

 The general rule against relitigation does not apply if the state pro-
 ceedings "resulted in a decision that was contrary to, or involved an un-
 reasonable application of, clearly established federal law, as determined
 by the Supreme Court of the United States ..."48 Bypassing the first
 clause for now, I will first address the term "clearly established."

 409. 430 U.S. 372 (1977). If there had been any doubt that a non-Article III court
 could finally adjudicate federal constitutional questions in criminal cases, subject only to
 review by the Supreme Court on certiorari, that doubt was eliminated in Swain. Id. at
 382-83 (rejecting constitutional challenge to statute that provided collateral review in non-
 Article III D.C. courts and virtually eliminated habeas corpus in Article III courts).

 410. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7829-30 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Kyl).
 411. Id. at S7841-42.
 412. See id. at S7849-50.

 413. See id. at S7847 (statement of Sen. Specter).
 414. See id. at S7842.
 415. Id.

 416. Id.

 417. Ex parte Hawk, 321 U.S. 114, 118 (1944).
 418. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2254(d)(1) (West Supp. 1997).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 "[I]f a word is obviously transplanted from another legal source, . . .
 it brings the old soil with it."419 The term "clearly established" appears to
 be transplanted from the qualified immunity doctrine of the Harlow v.
 Fitzgerald420 line of cases. First, the term "clearly established" is used as a
 term of art, with a specific legal meaning only in those cases. A computer
 search for that term in Supreme Court opinions turns up only a line of
 immunity cases and scattered generic uses of the term.421 Second,
 Senator Hatch referred specifically to Harlow in defending this
 standard.422

 Anderson v. Creighton, one of the cases in that line, defined "clearly
 established" this way:

 The contours of the right must be sufficiently clear that a rea-
 sonable officer would understand that what he is doing violates
 that right. This is not to say that an official action is protected
 by qualified immunity unless the very action in question has pre-
 viously been held unlawful, [citation]; but it is to say that in light
 of pre-existing law the unlawfulness must be apparent.423

 For questions of pure law, as opposed to mixed questions, the require-
 ment that unlawfulness be "apparent" is equivalent to the Teague require-
 ment that the rule be "dictated" by precedent. Just as a law enforcement
 officer is immune if he reasonably could have believed his action was law-
 ful,424 so the state court judgment is "immune" from habeas if "reason-
 able jurists may disagree" at the time the state decision becomes final.425

 The major change in the law comes in the case of mixed questions,
 which I will discuss further below.426

 C. "As Determined by the Supreme Court"

 With this phrase, Congress has clarified a long-simmering problem.
 State courts are not obliged under the doctrine of stare decisis to follow
 the precedents of any federal court but the Supreme Court.427 Yet the
 lower federal courts have, until the new Act, overturned state holdings
 based on their own precedents. This is a most awkward situation for a

 419. Felix Frankfurter, Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47
 Colum. L. Rev. 527, 537 (1947).

 420. 457 U.S. 800 (1982); see supra notes 243-261 and accompanying text.
 421. Search of Supreme Court opinions on Lawdesk CD-ROM and recent slip

 opinions, March 6, 1997.
 422. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7848 (daily ed. June 7, 1995).
 423. Anderson v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987) (citations omitted).
 424. See id. at 641.

 425. Sawyer v. Smith, 497 U.S. 227, 234 (1990).
 426. See infra Part V.D.

 427. See Arizonans for Official English v. Arizona, 117 S. Ct. 1055, 1064 n.ll (1997)
 (citing with approval Lockhart v. Fretwell, 506 U.S. 364, 375-76 (1993) (Thomas, J.,
 concurring)).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 state court that firmly believes circuit precedent to be wrongly decided.428
 In one of the great ironies of the Congressional debate, Senator Biden
 sought to denounce this provision but actually illustrated its wisdom:

 For example, an appeals court recently held that a defendant
 cannot be prosecuted criminally and have his property forfeited
 under the civil forfeiture laws because of the double jeopardy
 clause prohibiting that. That ruling is clear. It is unambiguous.
 But it is not a Supreme Court ruling. Under this bill, a State
 court, which subsequently refused to follow that interpretation,
 could not be corrected by habeas corpus review because it could
 never get back into the Federal court system.429

 This is clearly a reference to United States v. $405,089.23.43 Contrary
 to Senator Biden's statement, the "error" of a state court's refusal to fol-
 low this case would not have required "correction" on habeas, because it
 would not have been error. The $405,089.23 case was wrongly decided,
 and the Supreme Court reversed it the year after the Senate debate.431 It
 was the "correction" that Senator Biden sought to preserve that would
 have been the error.

 The Supreme Court has implicitly followed the same principle in its
 Teague cases. In Caspari v. Bohlen, the Court noted that, absent a control-
 ling Supreme Court precedent, "in the Teague analysis the reasonable
 views of state courts are entitled to consideration along with those of fed-
 eral courts."432 The rule Bohlen sought, but which Missouri courts re-
 jected, would have been "new" despite a federal court of appeals prece-
 dent accepting it. The new Act makes explicit what was implicit under
 Teague. So long as the state courts follow the precedents they are obliged
 to follow-those of the Supreme Court-they are not violating estab-
 lished precedent.433

 D. "Contrary to or an Unreasonable Application of"

 With the meaning of "clearly established" in mind, we return to the
 phrase "contrary to or an unreasonable application of." Courts must as-

 428. See People v. Santamaria, 884 P.2d 81, 92 (Cal. 1994). The Ninth Circuit has
 since admitted it was wrong and the state court was right on this point. See Santamaria v.
 Horsley, 133 F.3d 1242, 1244-47 (9th Cir. 1998) (en banc).

 429. 141 Cong. Rec. S7842 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Biden).
 430. 33 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 1994).

 431. See United States v. Ursery, 518 U.S. 287, 292 (1996) (reversing $405,089.23 and
 a companion case).

 432. 510 U.S. 383, 395 (1994).

 433. There are, of course, circuit opinions to the contrary. See Liebman & Ryan,
 supra note 9, at 868 & n.815. These erroneous opinions illustrate one of the many ways
 that some judges of the lower federal courts have resisted a doctrine that limits their
 power.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 sume that Congress intended each branch of this disjunctive phrase to
 have meaning and for neither to be superfluous.434

 In Baylor v. Estelle, the Ninth Circuit appears to have taken the view
 that the "contrary to" branch of this subsection authorizes a grant of re-
 lief any time the federal habeas court disagrees with the state court's ap-
 plication of a preexisting Supreme Court precedent.435 Such an interpre-
 tation would render the "unreasonable application" branch a nullity, and
 indeed the Baylor court omits that phrase in paraphrasing the statute.436
 This cannot be correct. The "unreasonable application" branch was pur-
 posely included and vigorously debated.437 It must have a meaning.

 Liebman and Ryan contend that the "unreasonable application"
 branch governs cases "[w]hen there was no clearly established law to
 which the state court decision of the claim could meaningfully have been
 'contrary'-because the rule governing the situation at issue was not es-
 tablished and had to be extrapolated by applying clearly established law
 governing different situations. ..."438 The error of this construction is
 patent on the face of the statute. Application is not extrapolation. If
 there were no clearly established law governing the situation, then noth-
 ing the state court did could possibly be an unreasonable application of
 nonexistent law. Even before the Act, when extrapolation was required
 to reach the result, Teague forbade habeas relief. Since the indisputable
 purpose of the Act was to retract and not to extend habeas, a construc-
 tion that would grant relief where a refusal to extrapolate was "unreason-

 434. See Bailey v. United States, 516 U.S. 137, 145 (1995) (canon of construction to
 avoid interpretation that renders statutory words superfluous).

 435. 94 F.3d 1321, 1323-25 (9th Cir. 1996).

 436. See id. at 1325; cf. Neelley v. Nagle, 138 F.3d 917, 923 (llth Cir. 1998) ("Our
 interpretation of [28 U.S.C. § 2254(d)(1)], however, should not nullify either clause, but
 should give effect to both.").

 437. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7842 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Biden); id.
 at S7848 (statement of Sen. Hatch).

 438. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 867; see also id. at 857 (claiming Stringer v.
 Black, 503 U.S. 222 (1992) as an example of an "extrapolated" rule which is not Teague-
 barred). If their evaluation of Stringer were correct, it would prove only that the case was
 wrongly decided. The Supreme Court may be coming around to that view. It has taken to
 citing the Stringer dissent with approval on the key point. See O'Dell v. Netherland, 117 S.
 Ct. 1969, 1978 (1997); Lambrix v. Singletary, 117 S. Ct. 1517, 1529 n.5 (1997); Graham v.
 Collins, 506 U.S. 461, 476 (1993). Actually, Stringer is an unusual Teague case. The state
 conceded that the basic rule was not new. See 503 U.S. at 228-29. The principal question,
 at least in the portion of Stringer that Liebman and Ryan rely on, was whether the harmless
 error analysis of Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862 (1983), applied to a "weighing state," so as
 to uphold the sentence despite an admittedly improper aggravating factor. See Stringer,
 503 U.S. at 231-32. It was the state trying to extend the harmless error rule, rather than
 the petitioner trying to extend an existing rule for the conduct of trials. Thus, the law that
 rendered the factor improper was "clearly established," in the words of the new statute.
 The decision of the Mississippi Supreme Court was also "contrary to" the clearly
 established law, because it made an "automatic assumption" of harmlessness, id. at 231,
 rather than the careful analysis of the effect of the factor that Stephens requires. See id. at
 230.
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW[

 able" would be contrary to that unmistakable intent. Their construction
 is implausible both on the face of the statute and in light of its purpose
 and intent.

 Liebman and Ryan rely heavily on the principle of construing stat-
 utes to avoid serious constitutional doubts, when the alternative construc-
 tion is "fairly possible."439 Justice Breyer, writing for the Supreme Court,
 recently explained the limitations of this rule:

 The doctrine seeks in part to minimize disagreement between
 the Branches by preserving congressional enactments that
 might otherwise founder on constitutional objections. It is not
 designed to aggravate that friction by creating (through the
 power of precedent) statutes foreign to those Congress in-
 tended, simply through fear of a constitutional difficulty that,
 upon analysis, will evaporate. Thus, those who invoke the doc-
 trine must believe that the alternative is a serious likelihood that

 the statute will be held unconstitutional. Only then will the doc-
 trine serve its basic democratic function of maintaining a set of
 statutes that reflect, rather than distort, the policy choices that
 elected representatives have made. For similar reasons, the stat-
 ute must be genuinely susceptible to two constructions after,
 and not before, its complexities are unraveled. Only then is the
 statutory construction that avoids the constitutional question a
 "fair" one.440

 This language precisely fits the present question. Liebman and Ryan's
 proffered interpretation is not a fair alternative, given either the lan-
 guage of the statute or the unmistakable terms of the Senate debate. It
 would be foreign to the statute Congress intended. In addition, the
 doubts they raise evaporate upon analysis. Essential elements of their
 thesis are conclusively refuted by precedent, as I have shown in Parts II
 through IV, above,441 and summarize and apply in Part VI below.

 Liebman and Ryan also put great stock in the difference between the
 language adopted by the Senate and that passed by the House in a differ-
 ent bill. That is, they claim that "arbitrary or unreasonable application to
 the facts of clearly established Federal law" (the House language) is funda-
 mentally different from the more concise "unreasonable application of
 clearly established federal law" (the Senate language). They say "applica-
 tion to the facts" is an essential part of the "term of art" deleted in the
 Senate.442 But "law application," omitting "to the facts," is the term used
 for mixed questions by one of the preeminent law review articles on the

 439. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 873; see also Swain v. Pressley, 430 U.S.
 372, 378, n.11 (1977) ("fair alternative") (quoting United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 45
 (1953)).

 440. Almendarez-Torres v. United States, 118 S. Ct. 1219, 1228 (1998).

 441. See supra notes 88, 99, 150, 173-174, 215, 261, 292, 318, 325-326, 334 and
 accompanying text.

 442. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 871-72.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 subject.443 The change came out of "very extended negotiations" between
 Senator Specter and Senator Hatch.444 Discussing the change, Senator
 Specter noted the deletion of the word "arbitrary" as the main change
 from the House version, a word that he believed made the House version
 more restrictive.445 He apparently did not think deletion of "the facts"
 was worth mentioning.446 When the bill returned to the Senate from the
 conference committee, Senator Specter hit the nail on the head. Ex-
 pressly distinguishing the three categories of facts, law, and mixed ques-
 tions, he stated, "[u]nless it is unreasonable, a State court's decision ap-
 plying the law to the facts will be upheld."447

 The most reasonable interpretation of this two-branch standard is
 that "contrary to" applies to the choice of the federal rule and "unreason-
 able application of' applies to the application of that rule to the particu-
 lar facts, as the Seventh Circuit held in Lindh v. Murphy.448 Suppose, for
 example, a defendant claims ineffective assistance of counsel. If the state
 court, for whatever reason, ignores or overlooks Strickland v.
 Washington,449 and instead applies the long-discredited "farce or sham"
 standard, that would be "contrary to . . . clearly established Federal
 law."450 Far more common is the situation where the state court recog-
 nizes the correct standard and applies it to the facts, but the petitioner on
 habeas claims the application was wrong. This is the "mixed question of
 law and fact" where the "unreasonably applied" branch governs.

 The opponents of the reform fully understood that it dramatically
 changed the standard on "mixed questions," and that was precisely why
 they opposed it. Senator Cohen read a letter from Professor Monaghan
 asserting that "independent Federal review [of] mixed questions of law
 and fact should be retained" and that the provision in question would
 eliminate it.451 Senator Biden, Congress's foremost defender of the

 443. See supra notes 80-82 and accompanying text.
 444. 141 Cong. Rec. S7803 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Specter).
 445. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7847 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Specter).
 446. Liebman and Ryan refer to the interpretation of the statute by the Fifth, Seventh,

 and Eleventh Circuits as having "amended" that statute and as a "deference gloss." In
 reality, even the most vehement opponents of the bill acknowledged at the time of its
 passage that it did, indeed, abolish de novo review. See Mark Thompson, Congress OKs
 Broad Reform of "Great Writ," L.A. DailyJournal, Apr. 19, 1996, at 1 (quoting spokesman
 for the ACLU). The interpretation now emerging as the clear majority, if not unanimous,
 view is not "gloss" but rather the plain meaning and unequivocal intent, clearly understood
 by those involved at the time of enactment.

 447. 142 Cong. Rec. S3472 (daily ed. Apr. 17, 1996) (statement of Sen. Specter).
 448. Lindh v. Murphy, 96 F.3d 856, 870 (7th Cir. 1996).
 449. 466 U.S. 668 (1984).
 450. Cf. Allen v. McCurry, 449 U.S. 90, 101 (1980) (possible exception to preclusion

 in civil rights suit "where a state court failed to even acknowledge the existence of the
 constitutional principle on which a litigant based his claim.").

 451. 141 Cong. Rec. S7839 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (Statement of Sen. Cohen).
 Professor Monaghan is the author of the article referred to above. See supra notes 80, 443
 and accompanying text. Academic commentary since enactment is largely in accord. An
 article deeply hostile to the reform states, "[e]ssentially, the AEDPA has abolished de novo
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 Brown v. Allen rule, declared that the standard on mixed questions was
 the "big difference" between the bill and his motion, which was subse-
 quently defeated.452 Under the bill, according to Senator Biden, "a claim
 can be granted only if the State court's application of Federal law to the
 facts before it was unreasonable, not merely wrong but unreasonable."453
 Right.

 Liebman and Ryan contend that the "plain meaning" of this section
 preserves intact the federal court's authority to apply the law to the facts
 itself and grant relief whenever it disagrees with the state court.454 If this
 meaning is plain, it is more than a little strange that Congress's foremost
 advocate of the Brown rule thought it meant just the opposite. When the
 Senate voted on the Biden Amendment, it was voting on de novo review
 of mixed questions. By defeating the amendment, the Senate expressed
 its intent to abrogate Brown.

 Senator Hatch, of course, had a more favorable view of the change.
 His statement of the nature of the change, though different in tone, was
 the same in substance.

 What does this mean? It means that if the State court reasonably
 applied Federal law, its decision must be upheld. Why is that a prob-
 lematic standard? After all, Federal habeas review exists to cor-
 rect fundamental defects in the law. If the State court has rea-

 sonably applied Federal law it is hard to say that a fundamental
 defect exists.455

 Senator Hatch's remarks confirm the intent of the new standard to

 limit the remedy of habeas corpus and reserve it for the cases where it is
 most needed. Rather than a remedy for all constitutional "errors," a vast
 and constantly growing field of detailed, complex rules, habeas is to be a
 remedy for fundamental defects. Given how large the buffers are around
 the real Bill of Rights today,456 a case where reasonable, competent, con-
 scientious judges can disagree would rarely, if ever, involve a fundamental
 defect.

 review for mixed questions of law and fact. This constitutes a major change in the federal-
 state power balance." Marshall J. Hartman & Jeanette Nydn, 30 Marshall L. Rev. 337, 355
 (1997); see also, Note, Rewriting the Great Writ: Standards of Review for Habeas Corpus
 Under the New 28 U.S.C. § 2254, 110 Harv. L. Rev. 1868, 1885 (1997) ("mixed questions of
 law and fact are reviewed under a reasonableness standard"); Sharad Sushil Khandelwal,
 Note, The Path to Habeas Corpus Narrows: Interpreting 28 U.S.C. § 2254(d) (1), 96 Mich.
 L. Rev. 434, 455 (1997) (similar). Professor Liebman's interpretation is largely shared by
 Professor Yackle, another combatant in the habeas battle. See Larry W. Yackle, A Primer
 on the New Habeas Corpus Statute, 44 Buff. L. Rev. 381, 384 (1996).

 452. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7840 (statement of Sen. Biden) (daily ed. June 7, 1995).
 453. Id. at S7842 (statement of Sen. Biden) (extraneous comma omitted).
 454. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 866-67.
 455. 141 Cong. Rec. S7848 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Hatch)

 (emphasis added).
 456. See, e.g., Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 462 (1994) (noting two layers of

 "prophylaxis" and declining to create a third).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 The judgment of the court of last resort is "correct" by definition,457
 but the Supreme Court cannot review every criminal case in the nation,
 or even a significant fraction of them. Hence some risk of error must be
 tolerated. There is no perfect solution to this dilemma. Congress has
 decided to let the state court decision stand in the "gray zones," while
 retaining a role for the federal courts to correct decisions outside the
 bounds of reasonable disagreement.

 E. The Co-equal State Judiciary

 Whether this standard is called "deference" or something else is not
 important. What is important is that Congress has commanded a re-
 newed respect for state courts and their judgments, a respect which rec-
 ognizes their role as "coequal parts of our national judicial system."458
 The new standard thus falls into the same class of rules as law of the case

 and the rule against reconsideration on a section 2255 motion of issues
 settled on appeal. Like the rule on successive petitions, it is "a modified
 res judicata rule."459 These are "middle ground" rules of preclusion
 which apply to the decision of a coordinate court when the strict bar of res
 judicata is inapplicable. Under prior habeas practice, the state courts and
 lower federal courts had not been considered "coordinate"; Congress has
 decided they should be.460

 VI. THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF § 2254(D)(1)

 A. Greater and Lesser Powers

 One more foundational matter needs to be cleared up before pro-
 ceeding to the conclusion. As a general rule, when the legislative author-
 ity has the power to prohibit something altogether, it has the power to
 allow it subject to conditions it may specify. That is, "the power to ex-
 clude altogether generally includes the lesser power to condition ... ."461
 The key here is the word "generally." Where the Supreme Court has re-
 jected arguments based on this principle, it has done so because the pur-
 portedly lesser power was not really lesser or included,462 or because the
 partial restriction worked an unconstitutional discrimination.

 This discrimination exception to the general principle shows most
 clearly in the First Amendment cases. In Lamb's Chapel v. Center Moriches

 457. See Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443, 540 (1953) (ackson, J., concurring in the
 result).

 458. Sawyer v. Smith, 497 U.S. 227, 241 (1990).
 459. Felker v. Turpin, 116 S. Ct. 2333, 2340 (1996).
 460. See 141 Cong. Rec. S7846 (daily ed. June 7, 1995) (statement of Sen. Hatch)

 ("State courts, in many respects, are just as good, if not better, than the Federal courts in
 these areas, just as good.")

 461. Packard v. Banton, 264 U.S. 140, 145 (1924); see also 44 Liquormart v. Rhode
 Island, 517 U.S. 484, 511 (1996) (plurality opinion) ("we do not dispute the proposition
 that greater powers include lesser ones ...").

 462. See id.
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 Union Free School District, the school district had the undisputed authority
 to exclude the public entirely from after-hours use of the school
 grounds.463 This authority included broad control over "subject matter
 and speaker identity" if the district did choose to make the school avail-
 able, but it could not "discriminate[ ] on the basis of viewpoint."464 A
 film on a permitted subject could not be excluded for its religious
 viewpoint.465

 Liebman and Ryan apparently do not question the general proposi-
 tion that greater powers generally include lesser ones. They pose the
 question whether congressional power over jurisdiction includes the
 power to "grant federal jurisdiction but withhold the power to decide the
 case independently, or attentively to the Constitution, or effectually, un-
 less the state court deviation from supreme law is 'grave'?"466 Asking the
 question in this way merely repeats their earlier error. For a court to
 decide the case before it on the basis of an earlier decision by another
 competent court is well-established practice and not in any way depen-
 dent, inattentive to the Constitution, or ineffective.467 Following the mis-
 statement of the question, Liebman and Ryan cite 22 cases,468 to support
 their argument. Picking through the haystack, we find one needle, United
 States v. Klein,469 a case which actually does reject a greater-includes-lesser
 argument, and that one fits snugly into the anti-discrimination principle.
 We also find a few marginally related cases dealing with congressional
 power, which are either easily distinguished or which support my posi-
 tion. The remainder of the cases they cite have little or nothing to do
 with the propositions for which they are cited. It is instructive to compare
 the statute in Klein to the Tax Injunction Act.470 In both statutes, the
 federal court is granted jurisdiction subject to a negative condition. The
 court must determine whether a particular condition exists and, if it does,
 dismiss for lack of jurisdiction. In the Klein statute, the condition is a
 presidential pardon; in the Tax Injunction Act, the condition is a proce-
 durally adequate state remedy. Thus it is not correct to classify one of
 these statutes as "quantitative" and the other as "qualitative."471 They are
 restrictions of the same type: withdrawing jurisdiction when a condition
 is met.

 Yet one of the statutes is constitutional and the other is not. Why the
 difference? I believe the difference is that the Klein statute unconstitu-

 463. 508 U.S. 384, 391 (1993).
 464. Id. at 392-93.
 465. See id. at 393-94.

 466. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 886.
 467. See infra notes 472-475 and accompanying text.
 468. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 886. They mention twelve cases by name

 in this paragraph and incorporate by reference ten cases they call the "Mixed Question
 Cases." See id. at 835 n.671.

 469. 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128 (1872); see supra notes 216-224 and accompanying text.
 470. See supra notes 207-210.
 471. Cf. Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 782 n.389, 822.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 tionally discriminated between the innocent and the guilty-but-pardoned.
 This is a distinction Congress has no authority to make. The Tax
 Injunction Act, on the other hand, discriminates between aggrieved tax-
 payers who have alternate remedies, which may or may not be effective,
 and those who do not. This distinction does not violate any other provi-
 sion in the Constitution, and thus the power to withdrawjurisdiction con-
 ditionally in this manner is included in the power to withdraw it uncondi-
 tionally. Similarly, Congress can legitimately distinguish state prisoners
 who have had their day in court and received a possibly correct decision
 from those who received clearly wrong decisions.

 Hayburn's Case,472 Gordon v. United States,473 and Crowell v. Benson474
 all involve questions of what is a judicial function as opposed to a func-
 tion of another branch of government. In Hayburn and Gordon, a statute
 purported to grant jurisdiction to a court but made its judgment review-
 able by another branch. This was not a true grant of 'jurisdiction" at all,
 but rather the assignment of a nonjudicial function to the court. Hence,
 the power exercised was not really included in Congress's jurisdiction-
 assigning power. In contrast, rules regarding the preclusive effect of
 prior judgments or denying one remedy where another exists are well
 within the judicial function, and it could not seriously be contended that
 a grant of jurisdiction subject to such a rule is the assignment of a nonju-
 dicial function. Conversely, the unconstitutional interpretation of the
 statute in Crowell would have assigned a judicial power to an administra-
 tive agency,475 which again is not included in the congressional power.

 Marbury v. Madison simply involved a statute granting jurisdiction
 which Congress had no authority to grant.476 There was no "greater"
 power involved there. Similarly, City ofBoerne v. ;lores involved an attempt
 by Congress to expand the prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment
 into areas the Constitution leaves to the states,477 and Plaut v. Spendthrift
 Farm involved a congressional order to reopen final judgments.478 These
 are powers Congress does not have, and the fact that they were coupled
 with an otherwise valid grant of jurisdiction does not convert them into
 "lesser" powers within the jurisdiction-granting power. Four cases uphold
 or enforce the acts of Congress in question or the congressionally con-
 ferred jurisdiction.479 They do not "forbid" Congress to do anything, as

 472. 2 Dall. (2 U.S.) 409 (1792) (statute making judgments subject to review by the
 Secretary of War).

 473. 117 U.S. 697 (1865) (statute making enforcement of judgments against the
 United States subject to appropriation for payment).

 474. 285 U.S. 22 (1932).
 475. See supra notes 116-121 and accompanying text.
 476. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
 477. 117 S. Ct. 2157 (1997).
 478. 514 U.S. 211 (1995).
 479. See Ableman. v. Booth, 62 (21 How.) U.S. 506, 522-23 (1859) (rejecting state

 collateral attack on federal conviction); Cohens v. Virginia, 19 (6 Wheat.) U.S. 264 (1821)
 (Supreme Court appellate jurisdiction over state courts); Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14
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 Liebman and Ryan claim; as the statutes in question were not in conflict
 with the Constitution, any implication that some other statute would con-
 flict would be pure dictum. Reynoldsville Casket Co. v. Hyde480 does not
 involve an act of Congress at all, and the most closely analogous case that
 did involve such an act upheld it.481

 Liebman and Ryan cite a group of ten cases they call the Mixed
 Question Cases as "forbidding Congress to grant jurisdiction but limit the
 court's power to reverse the constitutional-normative judgments a state
 cout . . . made in applying supreme law to the facts."482 These cases do
 not even remotely support such a limitation on Congress outside the First
 Amendment. Three of these cases state an independent duty of the
 courts to reexamine facts in First Amendment cases.483 As discussed ear-

 lier, this constitutional rule is unique to the First Amendment, and the
 leading case on the point definitively establishes that the status of the
 court reviewed as state or federal makes no difference.484 Six of the cases

 apply a rule of de novo review with no hint that the rule is constitutionally
 required or beyond the power of Congress to alter.485 Only the tenth
 case discusses an act of Congress directly, and that one very strongly im-
 plies that Congress does have the power to change the rule should it see
 fit to do so, noting that the method of determining standards of review
 established in the case law applies only "in those instances where
 Congress has not spoken...."486

 Liebman and Ryan acknowledge that the plurality opinion in Burns
 v. Wilson487 held that Congress could and did grant habeas jurisdiction to

 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304 (1816) (same). Yakus v. United States, 321 U.S. 414, 444 (1944)
 upheld the power of Congress to move a constitutional issue to a different forum. It does
 not exclude the possibility that the forum might be a state court; that question was not
 presented by the facts. Lewis v. United States, 445 U.S. 55, 64 (1980) provides an
 informative contrast. The Court noted that, before possessing a firearm, a convicted felon
 could seek other remedies for his allegedly unconstitutional conviction. The remedies the
 Court mentioned, though, were from the state courts and the executive branch.

 480. 514 U.S. 749 (1995).
 481. See supra note 241 and accompanying text.
 482. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 886 (emphasis added) (referring to

 "Mixed Questions Cases"); id. at 835 n.671 (listing "Mixed Question Cases").
 483. See Hurley v. Irish-Am. Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Group, 515 U.S. 557, 567-68

 (1995); Feiner v. NewYork, 340 U.S. 315, 316 (1951); Pennekamp; v. Florida, 328 U.S. 331,
 335 (1946).

 484. See supra notes 95-98 and accompanying text.
 485. See Brewer v. Williams, 430 U.S. 387, 403 (1977); Townshend v. Sain, 372 U.S.

 293, 318 (1963); Chambers v. Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 228-229 (1940); Pierre v. Louisiana,
 306 U.S. 354, 358 (1939); Truax v. Corrigan, 257 U.S. 312, 325 (1921); Creswill v. Grand
 Lodge Knights of Pythias, 225 U.S. 246, 268 (1912). Indeed, Brewer and Townsend cite as
 authorityJustice Frankfurter's concurring opinion in Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443 (1953),
 an opinion which unequivocally claims the will of Congress and not the Constitution as the
 source of the de novo review rule. See id. at 508-10.

 486. Miller v. Fenton, 474 U.S. 104, 114 (1985). See supra notes 83-86 and
 accompanying text.

 487. 346 U.S. 137, 140-42, 144 (1953).
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 the district courts in court-martial cases and then apply a "full and fair"
 review standard. However, they then count votes among all the Justices,
 concurring and dissenting from the judgment, and claim a contrary ma-
 jority.488 That is not the correct way to analyze the case. Under Marks v.
 United States, the holding in such a case is that of the Justices who concur
 in the judgment on the narrowest grounds.489 Justice Minton would have
 given the statute an even broader sweep, limiting habeas relief to cases
 where the court-martial lacked jurisdiction.490 Justice Jackson did not
 write an opinion.491 The holding of Burns is therefore the plurality opin-
 ion. The Supreme Court has held that Congress can grant habeas juris-
 diction in the case of a person convicted by a non-Article III court and yet
 require something less than de novo consideration of the underlying con-
 stitutional claims.

 After this somewhat extended detour, we can return to the real

 greater-includes-lesser questions. As discussed previously, Congress has
 the undisputed power to grant a federal courtjurisdiction and yet require
 that court to enter judgment based on the res judicata effect of a prior
 state judgment rather than the federal court's own view of the merits.492
 Given that, how could it not have the lesser power to require the court to
 enter judgment based on the prior decision if that decision was reason-
 able but proceed on its own view if the prior decision is clearly wrong?
 Similarly, as discussed previously, there is no dispute that Congress can
 grant federal courts jurisdiction and remedial powers in a class of cases,
 yet withdraw that jurisdiction and those powers upon a finding that the
 state provides a remedy which is merely adequate in form, with no re-
 quirement that it provide a fair adjudication in substance.493 Given that,
 how could Congress lack the lesser power to withhold the authority to
 grant relief upon a finding that the petitioner has actually had his day in
 court and received a reasonable decision? Congress could lack the lesser
 power only if the lesser violated some constitutional requirement that the
 greater did not. As I will discuss in the next section, there is no such
 requirement. The constitutional objections that Liebman and Ryan raise
 are mere phantoms.

 B. The Bottom Line

 The final question is whether this command of renewed respect for
 the judgments of state courts is within the power of Congress. In my view,
 the question is not even close. Unlike Crowell v. Benson or Northern
 Pipeline, Congress is not conferring "the judicial power of the United States"
 on a non-Article III agency. As with the Full Faith and Credit Act,

 488. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 835 n.671.
 489. 430 U.S. 188, 193 (1977).
 490. 346 U.S. at 147-48 (Minton, J., concurring in the judgment).
 491. Id. at 146.

 492. See supra notes 135-155 and accompanying text.
 493. See supra notes 207-211 and accompanying text.
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 Congress has recognized that state courts properly adjudicate federal
 questions while exercising the judicial power of the state conferred upon
 them by the state constitutions, and that, absent unusual circumstances,
 those final judgments should be respected as final unless reversed by the
 United States Supreme Court. This act might be called the Nearly Full
 Faith and Credit Act.

 The new act gives the final judgments of state courts in criminal
 cases a degree of finality comparable to those of federal courts, an equal-
 ity that civil judgments have always had. When a federal prisoner seeks to
 relitigate on collateral review a question already decided against him, re-
 consideration is the exception and not the rule.494 While the equiva-
 lence is not exact, state judgments are now in the same ballpark. In most
 cases collateral review should be denied on the ground that the prior
 decision has already resolved the question.

 As with the Anti-Injunction Act, Congress has exercised its power
 over remedies to limit the interference of the lower federal courts with

 the operation of the state courts.495 As with the Tax Injunction Act,
 Congress has limited the availability of the federal remedy on the basis of
 whether the state provides an adequate remedy, and not whether the fed-
 eral court agrees with the outcome of the state proceeding.496 As with
 qualified immunity, Congress has decided to extend a remedy of its own
 creation to those cases in which the illegality of an action would have
 been apparent at the time of the action. This includes both the identifi-
 cation of the governing rule and the application of that rule to the facts
 of the particular case.497

 In Stone v. Powell, the procedural default cases, and Teague v. Lane,
 the Supreme Court established limits on the habeas remedy. Where
 these limits apply, the remedy will not be granted even though there may
 have been a violation of the Constitution in the petitioner's trial. These
 rules are based on a policy assessment that the cost of granting relief in
 such cases exceeds the benefit. An argument might be made that courts
 can adopt such limits while Congress cannot, but Liebman and Ryan dis-
 claim that argument.498 On this point, I agree. If Article III required a
 district court to examine the petitioner's underlying claim in every
 habeas case, court-created limitations would be just as unconstitutional as
 legislated limitations.

 The Constitution, however, does not require such examination.
 Stone, the default cases, and Teague demonstrate that the underlying

 494. See supra notes 165-172 and accompanying text.
 495. See supra notes 192-206 and accompanying text.
 496. See supra notes 207-210 and accompanying text. Unlike the Tax Injunction Act,

 a sufficiently egregious error by the state court will open the door to the federal remedy.
 Unless the Constitution forbids compromise, this difference cannot render the statute
 unconstitutional.

 497. See supra notes 241-261 and accompanying text.
 498. See Liebman & Ryan, supra note 9, at 851.
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 1998] HABEAS CORPUS AND THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

 claim (alias "the merits") can be rendered irrelevant by a limit on the
 remedy. Congress has now made a cost-benefit policy assessment of the
 same type the Supreme Court made in establishing these limits.
 Congress's policy differs from the Supreme Court's,499 but it is the same
 kind of limit as those the Court has been crafting since the mid-1970s.
 The new rule supplements Teague; it does not "supplant" it.500 It is, how-
 ever, a similar type of remedial limit, and it does not violate the "qualita-
 tive" requirements of Article III for the same reasons.501

 The act does not require a court to apply a statute in preference to
 the Constitution because the Constitution does not, by its own force, re-
 quire collateral relief from convictions at all. The court is not forbidden
 to "look" at a dispositive constitutional question; the court ought not
 opine on the underlying claim because it is not dispositive. Far from re-
 quiring advisory opinions, this rule prevents them.

 The act does not forbid a court from independently deciding the
 question. The question is whether the habeas petitioner, even though in
 custody pursuant to a final, unreversed judgment of a court of general
 jurisdiction, is nonetheless entitled to release.502 The existence of the
 state court judgment is a factor to be considered in deciding that ques-
 tion, just as it is in cases under the Full Faith and Credit Act. Just as in
 these cases, the federal court may independently decide that the prior
 judgment precludes the petitioner's claim, regardless of whether the fed-
 eral court would have decided the underlying question the same way ab-
 sent the prior judgment.

 The habeas court decides the "whole case" in the sense that it de-

 cides every issue necessary to the resolution of the question the court is
 given jurisdiction to answer. Answering constitutional questions that are

 499. For example, it abrogates Withrow v. Williams, 507 U.S. 680 (1993).
 500. Liebman and Ryan's statement to the contrary is wishful thinking. See Liebman

 & Ryan, supra note 9, at 866. The new statute does not apply when the state court has
 never addressed the merits, but Teague does. See Lambrix v. Singletary, 117 S. Ct. 1517,
 1522, 1530-31 (1997) (claim rejected by state court on procedural default, not merits, and
 rejected by Supreme Court on Teague grounds). By no stretch of the imagination could
 Congress be thought to have intended to extend habeas relief where prior case law had
 prohibited it. The total thrust of the bill is toward retraction of the remedy. In addition,
 the new statute expressly refers to new rules made retroactive on collateral review, see 28
 U.S.C.A. § 2244(b) (2) (A) (West Supp. 1997), a clear indication that the Teague exceptions
 survive. Since the new statutory rule has no such exceptions, see Liebman & Ryan, supra
 note 9, at 867-68, Congress could not have intended to "supplant" Teague.

 The Supreme Court's recent per curiam decision in the post-AEDPA case of Breard v.
 Greene, 118 S. Ct. 1352 (1998) confirms that Teague survives. The claim in that case had
 not been addressed by the state courts, on the merits or otherwise, because Breard never
 presented it to them. Id. at 1354. When Breard claimed that his default was excused by
 the novelty of his claim, the Court held, "Asuming that were true, such novel claims would
 be barred on habeas review under Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288 (1989)." Id. at 1355.

 501. See supra notes 364-371 and accompanying text.
 502. Usually, the form of relief is a conditional order for release in the event the

 petitioner is not retried. See Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390, 403 (1993).
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 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

 not necessary to the resolution of the case is not essential to the judicial
 function. Indeed, the rule is just the opposite.503

 When the court decides the only question before it-whether the
 petitioner is entitled to the remedy he seeks-the act strengthens the effec-
 tualness of a negative answer. A denial of relief is more final than it used
 to be.504 All the qualitative requirements of Article III remain intact.

 In short, Professor Liebman had it right the first time. The "preroga-
 tive to re-strike the delicate balance between federal and state interests"

 belongs to the legislative branch.505 Congress has re-struck the balance.
 The judiciary must respect its decision.

 503. See Brockett v. Spokane Arcades, Inc., 472 U.S. 491, 501 (1985).
 504. See supra note 371.
 505. Brief Amici Curiae of Benjamin Civiletti et al. in Support of Respondent at 34,

 Wright v. West, 505 U.S. 277 (1992) (No. 91-542).
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